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Abstract
Krisell, Meredith Rae. Ed.D. The University of Memphis. August, 2015.
Teachers’ Perceptions of Teaching Reading and Writing Through the Use of Play-based
Developmentally Appropriate Practice and Constructivist Approaches. Major Professor:
Satomi Izumi-Taylor, Ph.D.
Many teachers in Arkansas have been bombarded with Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) and are expected to produce instruction that is both meaningful and authentic.
Through the implementation of CCSS, the Arkansas Department of Education announced
that 26 school districts were classified as academically distressed. Therefore, it will be
important for educators to utilize novel approaches that will assist learners in becoming
successful in all content areas. The purpose of this study was to examine six teachers’
perspectives regarding play-based developmentally appropriate practice and
constructivist approaches when teaching reading and writing. Qualitative research
methods were utilized, including interviews, observations, field notes, teachers’ lesson
plans, student work, photos taken by the participants, and photos taken by the researcher.
Six early childhood teachers were carefully chosen to participate in this study. Five of the
participants were female and one was male. The participants taught at the same school
but had different educational backgrounds and teaching experiences. Three themes
emerged from the data analysis: constructivist approach, Developmentally Appropriate
Practice (DAP), and reciprocity of reading and writing. In regards to the best approaches
when teaching reading and writing, it seemed that some teachers implemented
constructivist approaches and DAP to support their students’ reading and writing skills,
while others appeared to see the importance, but no alignment was evidenced by their
observed practice. To support their students’ learning and development, some teachers
taught reading and writing simultaneously. More professional development opportunities
v

during the summer or school year are needed to assist teachers with training in regards to
play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Many teachers in Arkansas are bombarded with Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) and the latest evaluation procedure: Teacher Excellence and Support System
(TESS). The focus is on instruction and whether teachers are eliciting success for all of
their students. The CCSS were designed to assist students in becoming “college and
career ready” (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010a, p. 5). Therefore, teachers
are expected to produce instruction that is meaningful and authentic (Mooney, 2000).
Lyon (2013) reported that Arkansas’ teachers, administrators, and other
stakeholders have been trying to increase children’s success in reading and writing.
Arkansas also received a grade of D and was ranked 34th for K-12 student achievement,
an area where it has strived for a while. Dougherty (2014) stated that the outcome of
enthusiasm towards obtaining a degree and a job starts long before students enter middle
school and high school. However, there are limited matters that are as significant to the
prospect of civilization as achieving reading ability (Dehaene, 2013).
One way to support students’ success is related to improving their reading and
writing skills. Learning to read and write throughout childhood influences the welldesigned organization of the adult human brain (Castro-Caldas, Peterson, Reis, StoneElander, & Ingvar, 1998). For these reasons, teachers must plan reading experiences that
are grounded in students’ understanding about writing, and vice versa (Dorn & Soffos,
2001). Banikowski (1999) stated that “strategies that enhance memory are needed to
facilitate a variety of learning goals” (p. 6). Students will cultivate their remembrance of
items that have been learned more in the first hour after learning has taken place than in
the following days (Jensen, 2005). Therefore, it is critical to ensure that instruction is
timely and meaningful.
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In providing such meaningful instruction to students, brain research will possibly
assist in exactly how information is deposited and recovered (Frey & Fisher, 2010). Brain
research can describe current methods, change the focus of important concerns, and bring
to mind those unproductive methods and their place in the recycle bin (Jensen, 2008a).
Children share similar attributes, and it is the teacher’s job to respond to each
individual’s specific idea in a flexible manner (Kamii & DeVries, 1978). Consequently,
differentiation is not a novel idea but one that all teachers need to adopt in order to meet
every student’s educational needs. Kruse (2009) explained that the notion that we are all
diverse learners is naturally interesting with the various temperaments, accomplishments,
and difficulties that exist for all students. Kruse also alleged that students do not own
assorted learning styles, but proclaimed that each student has exceptional background
knowledge, capabilities, and child-development stages. By differentiating instruction
according to a student’s needs, teachers can expect to meet goals in the realm of literacy.
Recognizing students’ determination will assist teachers in monitoring and scaffolding
(Vygotsky, 1978) student comprehension (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
In the past, teachers have been able to incorporate play into literacy activities in
the classroom, but standardized testing has taken priority over these activities and little
time is left for child-centered collaboration and investigation (Wohlwend, 2008). Instead
of acknowledging play as an important aspect of a child’s literacy learning, teachers have
to justify its accountability in the curriculum. The important role of the teacher, when
play is occurring, needs to consist of “facilitation, engagement, and appropriate
individualization for each child’s developmental level. Planning for play must be
intentional” (Rice, 2014, p. 1).
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine six teachers’ perspectives regarding
play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches when
teaching reading and writing. There is limited research regarding play-based
developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches when teaching
students to read and write. Dehaene (2009) admitted that researchers continue to examine
functions of the brain. He claimed that there was a disconnect that existed between
scientific findings and teacher training for the schoolroom. The way the brain operates is
still not completely comprehensible; thus, enhancing educators’ understanding of the
brain could result in more empathy for students who are struggling and could inspire
educators to find other ways for these students to gain knowledge and rise above their
imperfections (Berninger & Richards, 2011). Bredekamp (1987) noted that “children
need years of play with real objects and events before they are able to understand the
meaning of symbols such as letters and numbers” (p. 4). Yet, many teachers are
uncomfortable and are not sure how to implement such play activities, and they offer
children play activities that are “nothing more than entertainment” (DeVries, Zan,
Hildebrant, Edmiaston, & Sales, 2002, p. 6). For these reasons, examining teachers’
perspectives about play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist
approaches is needed. Such studies can help teachers reflect on and broaden their
teaching skills. Because teachers’ perspectives of teaching determine students’
experiences in classrooms (Izumi-Taylor & Ito, 2015), examining such perspectives can
further enhance students’ development and learning.
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Research Questions
Two research questions were addressed in this study:
1. What are the best approaches for teaching students strategies for reading
and writing?
2. How does play affect the reading and writing process?
Significance of the Study
If enriched achievement among students is the ultimate goal of existing efforts of
reform, those who design the policies need to realize and consider what is at stake for
teachers and schools to integrate original knowledge into their training (Valli & Buese,
2007). In this sense, when brain research is utilized in the classroom, it energizes the
instruction but can equally permit educators to motivate and brighten the mental
capacities of learners (Willis, 2006).
Recently, the Arkansas Department of Education (2014) announced that 26 school
districts in Arkansas were classified as academically distressed. Since there is a continual
growth of research, the educator’s task will be to cultivate and utilize novel approaches
that transport the harvest of the research to students. This kind of task will be a
captivating and thrilling encounter to see.
Few studies regarding reading and writing have been done in relation to playbased developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches, especially
regarding teachers’ perspectives, thus the reason why this study was created. This study
may partially explain how teachers can use the findings of play-based developmentally
appropriate practice and constructivist approaches to teach reading and writing.
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Educators must be aware of current developmentally appropriate practice, educational
research, and resources (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
This study could have an impact on the future development of early childhood
education in teaching reading and writing through the use of play-based developmentally
appropriate practice and constructivist approaches. The implications for the classroom
included providing the basic methods for reading and writing instruction and allowing
more time for teacher training and education. The study could be helpful in assessing
potential effective practices that support both in-service and pre-service teachers to be
successful in teaching reading and writing to children.
Subjectivities
Motivations and Investments
I am a Reading Specialist and have taught in the public school system for the past
14 years. My experiences in kindergarten through grade 2 have contributed to my passion
concerning literacy. As an educator, I would like for all students to be successful in
reading and writing. Since there are limited studies in this area, I proposed to determine if
teachers used play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist
approaches when teaching reading and writing components. The participants in this
research study were all early childhood educators.
Assumptions
I hold the assumption that play-based developmentally appropriate practice and
constructivist approaches are significant elements when teaching students to read and
write (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). When teaching reading and writing as reciprocal
processes, teachers differentiated instruction and utilized play, read aloud, and phonemic
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awareness in their daily routines (Krisell, 2014). The participants of this study expressed
the importance of the reciprocity of reading and writing and the effective progression of
reading and writing skills. They appeared to be forthcoming and honest about their
perceptions regarding play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist
approaches when teaching students to read and write.
Definition of Key Terms
Phonemic Awareness- becoming mindful of the sounds of linguistics (Copple &
Bredekamp, 2009) and using those sounds to decode when reading.
Differentiation- analyzing individual differences among students to elicit the most
effective instruction possible while meeting each student’s needs (Anderson, 2007).
Struggling Readers- existing students who struggle in the realm of literacy in reading and
writing.
Read Aloud- reading aloud to a child by educators and/or guardians, using expression,
intonation, fluency, and excitement. The setting is devoid of the pressure to obtain a
certain score or anxiety to fail (Wadsworth, 2008).
Play- “a behavioral disposition occurring in describable and reproducible contexts and is
manifested in a variety of observable behaviors” (Rubin, Fein, & Vandenberg, 1983, p.
698).
Developmentally Appropriate Practice- instructing students based on what they know
and what is suitable in regards to growth (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
Constructivist Approach- allowing students to create knowledge through authentic
activities and experiences while the teacher becomes a facilitator (Fosnot, 1996).
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
The purpose of this study was to examine six teachers’ perspectives regarding
play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches when
teaching reading and writing. Theoretical and empirical literature on brain research was
reviewed in order to determine how play-based developmentally appropriate practice and
constructivist approaches can be used when teaching reading and writing. This review of
literature begins by offering a general overview of reading and writing. This chapter
includes literature about the eminence of phonemic awareness, how the brain processes
information during reading and writing, and the influence it has on struggling readers.
Reciprocity between reading and writing is addressed, along with the importance of play.
Differentiation and read aloud are presented. Developmentally appropriate practice in
reading and writing is incorporated. Finally, constructivism and teachers’
perceptions/beliefs of teaching are discussed in accordance with how children learn best.
Reading
Rasinski (2003) acknowledged that reading is a very challenging undertaking,
because what occurs while reading happens predominantly in the brain. Occasionally, the
child who is learning to read will have to pay very close attention to the detail of print.
Letter learning must be done, although the reading of easy books can begin when only
some letters are identified (Clay, 2005a). Clay (2005b) detected that attention to print is a
very important aspect of literacy, but when reading a text, many issues regarding reading
have to be processed without conscious attention. Experienced readers follow all the
directional rules for the text they are reading and are unaware of their actions.
Knowledgeable young readers pay close attention to ‘which way to go, and what to focus
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on next,’ for a short time, but once the brain and eyes have been instructed to do this,
children perform flawlessly. Smith (2004) stated that children are not as weak in the face
of learning to read as often is thought, and for a child, print is just another aspect of the
world, not yet understood perhaps, but not different from all the intricate sights, sounds,
smells, tastes, and textures in the environment.
It is the nature of language (and how the brain uses language) that if teachers help
children move easily around their protected knowledge, they will become able to travel
beyond their known repertoire and connect new experiences to the body of knowledge
that they ‘own’ (Clay, 2005b). Bodrova and Leong (2007) found that utilizing scaffolding
helps students’ comprehend the importance of collaborating. From the onset of learning
to read, the adult or more capable learner aids the student with more scaffolding, than in
the future.
Armstrong (2003) proclaimed that we do not learn to read and write nearly as
effortlessly as we learned to speak, but we should take a prompt from the simplicity with
which oral language is mastered in childhood and build on what an individual already
knows about language in helping that person learn how to read and write.
Writing
Writing is essential to the growth of a completely literate person (Padak &
Rasinski, 2009). Dorn and Soffos (2001) observed that the act of writing is a cognitive
process that engages comprehension of ideas, expressive language, and automatic skills.
All writing instruction must be based on what children already know, because anything
less can support passive learners who feel insufficient about writing. That is why it is
essential for teachers to supply assisted and unassisted opportunities to learn about
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writing. First, the child completes a task with teacher support; then the child completes
the task alone. Teachers must try to create stability between producing and recording
skills. If it becomes unstable, this will influence how children view the writing process.
Dorn and Soffos (2001) declared that the ultimate goal of teaching is to
encourage an orchestration route. It is imperative to note that orchestration occurs at the
point where old knowledge meets new knowledge: If the child has too many new things
to learn, this can hinder the orchestration process. The primary grades are important times
for establishing orchestration. When teachers examine children’s writing, they can plan
their writing program based on what children previously know and what they need to
know to move their writing forward (Dorn & Soffos, 2001). Teachers can use writing
activities to help children attend to print. It is important to encourage children’s desires to
explore writing while they are learning to read. Ideas about the nature of language in print
relate to both activities: what is learned in writing becomes a source in reading and vice
versa.
Clay (1991) reported, before children completely understand how print carries
language messages, it may seem like comical marks to them, a string of letters, or a word
with extraordinary meaning, like their name. Features of the written code become more
apparent to children when they try to put their ideas into writing for someone else to
receive, than when they try to obtain (read) someone else’s ideas. Thus, for a time, what
children write gives a rough idea of what they are noticing about printed language and
this is because they are learning concepts that are relevant in both reading and writing
(Clay, 1991). Moreover, when writing occurs, children start to view themselves as
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writers, and that is an extremely influential basis for progressing their reading, writing,
and expressive style (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
The simplest kind of writing for a child who is beginning to write is “personal
writing” (Dorn & Soffos, 2001, p. 26). Children are more likely to write when they can
use their own words and stories. This method of writing includes writing in a journal,
writing letters, or writing personal narratives (hobbies, experiences, places of interest).
Calkins and Oxenhorn (2003) declared that the most crucial aspect in a child’s world of
literacy is the opportunities they have to write about their own experiences. Personal
narratives are written chronologically and have a beginning, middle, and end. The main
character is the one writing the story, and there is frequently something that needs to be
decided or altered.
Phonemic Awareness
Phonemic awareness is defined as becoming mindful of the sounds of linguistics
(Copple & Bredekamp, 2009) and is necessary in learning to read and write (Walsh,
2009). When first learning to read, phonemic awareness is significant regarding students’
perspectives because they must notice the variances of the separate sounds in words
(Willis, 2008). Sounds of phonemes are significant in phonemic awareness, and it is often
confused with phonological awareness or phonics (Richgels, 2001). Lenzo (2007) noted,
in order to spell, a child must segment a word into its individual phonemes (or sounds)
and select a letter or letter combination to symbolize each phoneme. Likewise, when
reading an unknown word phonetically, a child must attribute a phoneme to each letter or
letter combination in the word and then join the phonemes together to articulate the word.
Interestingly, Walsh (2009) recounted that early literacy teaching is often found on the
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hypothesis that all children have acknowledged phonemic awareness at the beginning of
school, when in fact they may not. It can be assumed that children must have developed
phonemic awareness before they can take advantage of phonics instruction, and then
phonics instruction assists in developing sophisticated levels of phonemic skills. As a
reader matures, phonemic skills become less essential as a means of access to word
decoding (Walsh, 2009).
Children who participate in listening to and reading nursery rhymes and organized
stanzas are more likely to develop phonemic awareness, while experiencing and
delighting in a literary form like no other. Environments that are laden with songs,
poems, and verses make phonemic awareness more easily attainable (Routman, 2003;
Tompkins, 2010). Routman (2003) indicated that invented spelling is one of the greatest
means for acquiring phonemic awareness because it allows the child to “stretch out the
sounds when writing” (p. 51).
When educators choose teaching supplies and strategize events that are fixated on
the student’s understanding of how sounds are assembled in spoken language, it assists
students in linking spoken and written language (Tompkins, 2010). Most students do not
know that they are learning important components of reading when collaborating with
peers or participating in games or songs (Tate, 2005). During the instruction of phonemic
awareness, teachers need not teach it as a separate skill to be achieved, rather a normal,
purposeful piece of what occurs in reading for the duration of the school day (Yopp,
1995). In other words, phonemic awareness should not be taught in isolation. Instead,
phonemic awareness instruction should be integrated within other methods of literacy
such as shared reading, guided reading, interactive writing, and independent writing.
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The Brain
The brain is one of the most amazing organs in the human body. For educators, it
would be wise to study the brain’s many attributes to help guide, inform, and improve
teaching practice (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). In the early childhood education field,
brain research specifies that the human brain has numerous abilities to modify and
develop, and timing is essential (Shore, 1997). According to Jensen (2005), students who
are present at school from kindergarten to grade 12 normally devote over 13,000 hours of
their evolving brain’s time in the company of teachers. Furthermore, the human brain is
extremely vulnerable to certain stimuli (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009; Jensen, 2005).
Sparks (2012) discovered that even beginning learners can comprehend the
elementary perceptions of brain plasticity. Willis (2008) indicated that “human brains are
plastic in that they can change in both growth and reduction of the nerve fibers that
connect neurons to one another (dendrites) in response to learning and conscious
manipulation of information or from neglect of stimulation” (p. 35). Young children’s
brains are flexible and will alter as they rehearse something. Repetition and continuous
practice are key components when educating young children. Allowing children the grace
of time to learn according to their rate of development has long been a central tenet in
early childhood education that can no longer be taken for granted. Garner (2010) pointed
out that customary teaching and schooling concentrate on conscious learning that is all
too frequently hurried, inactive, and results in repeatedly shallow achievement of
arbitrary, intangible material. Nowhere is this alarming trend more apparent than in the
expanse of literacy-skill training.
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As noted by Jensen (2008a), exploration at the non-conscious level is where
almost 100% of learning takes place. It is well within teachers’ competencies to bind this
remarkable power of non-conscious learning and relocate those most serious, intricate
and practice-based talents, to the effortlessly manageable, non-conscious territory.
Similarly, Garner (2010) acknowledged the unsolidified and painless learning that takes
place at the unconscious level. The flow of learning happens logically, irrespective of a
student’s rank, linguistic background, ability, talent, or involvement, and free from
diversified teaching that is mandatory.
Vision plays a critical, influential role, directly impacting early learning and
development. Frey and Fisher (2010) recognized that not all visual material is the same.
Illustrations reliably outdo text or verbal displays. Not only are illustrations easier to
recall, they are considerably more feasible for storing and retrieving information. Frey
and Fisher have further suggested that “understanding the neural basis of reading will
likely validate many of the instructional routines and cognitive strategies teachers and
students already use as well as provide guidance on effective and less-than-effective
approaches to reading and language acquisition” (p. 109). The visual system of the young
reader specializes progressively according to the neuronal hypothesis (Dehaene, 2009).
Therefore, this hypothesis leads to apparent predictions at the brain level. During the first
pictorial stage, when children treat words like pictures, no logical specialization should
be present, and both hemispheres should contribute to reading. With increasing expertise,
activation should be progressively more focused, and it should slowly connect to the left
occipito-temporal letterbox area where visual word recognition is always housed in
proficient adults. By zooming down to the scale of single neurons or cortical columns,
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one would see a major disturbance in the neuronal microcode. Dehaene (2009)
concluded, in accordance of the recycling view, each reading lesson leads to a neuronal
reconversion: Some visual neurons, formerly concerned with object or face
acknowledgement, are committed to letters; others to common bigrams; yet others to
prefixes, suffixes, or recurring words. In comparison, the neuronal code for spoken
language is also in unrest. Somehow, phonemic awareness appears, the code explodes
into a more distinguished structure where phonemes are explicit.
On the surface, reading may seem almost mystical and simplistic as the reader
focuses on a written word, and the brain in turn, finds the word’s diction and connotation.
Appearances, according to Dehaene (2009), can be deceiving because this method is
quite complex. Dehaene (2013) found that the area of the brain responsible for
visualization of words, which he termed the brain’s “letterbox,” displays a robust
stimulation to words than to several other types of graphic incitements, like images of
articles, appearances, or dwellings. Lyons (2003) concluded that the synchronization of
left-to-right movement of the eyes when following words on a page while attending to
stories is a significant, essential skill children must master as they learn to read and write.
Their brains are ready, eager, and capable of cultivating these competencies. Hence,
Lyons (2003) stated that the brain naturally searches for configurations and is creative
during highly engaging cognitive processing activities like reading.
As young children read, they enthusiastically hunt for patterns to classify,
consolidate, manufacture data, program information into memory and then reclaim what
is understood (Lyons, 2003). Zull (2011) professed that pictures are power-driven
configurations on the shallow part of one’s brain. Multiple pictures in multiple
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combinations form meaningful patterns or schemas (organized patterns of thought) of
related information. The human brain is continuously constructing patterns of
information based on the information perceived and gathered from the immediate
surroundings (Garner, 2001; Willis, 2008). As more data are collected, analyzed, and
synthesized with the old data, information systems or schemas are continuously expanded
upon, or completely new patterns of information are constructed, in a spiraling fashion.
Every time the brain constructs a new pattern, that pattern has to be successfully
incorporated and integrated into the already existing system of patterns (and overall
schemas of mental relationships). As the brain develops, young children become
increasingly skilled in their ability to construct prolonged and intricate pattern systems
(Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
Garner (2001) specified that it is this ongoing constructing and reconstructing
method that is at the heart of children’s knowledge progression. As the human brain
grows and develops, children become very adept at using mental patterns as systems for
organizing information needed to enable the brain to complete a variety of higher order
mental tasks and activities like reading comprehension. Organizing data using this
method offers children the significant, pertinent, and reasonable networks needed to
efficiently store and access data as needed. When we think about letters and their sounds,
there is no rhyme or reason (Garner, 2001); therefore, there is not anything to provide
students that would assist them in deciphering the apparent unpredictability of our
language.
Strempel (2009) acknowledged that research regarding early brain development
showed that children’s abilities to learn and to develop pre-literacy skills is enhanced if
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they are read to from birth. Half a child’s brain growth emerges between birth and the age
of four. Nevertheless, Miller and Tallal (2006) suggested that it is important to recognize
that children are born with the skill to process the phonemes of all languages. After all,
the brain does not know which language it will have to discover until it is exposed to it.
This is where experience-dependent learning becomes significant. As infants listen to the
language(s) spoken around them in the first year of life, their brains form associations for
only the phonemes they hear regularly—those of their native language. Phonemes that do
not occur in that language or those that are too complicated for an infant to process are
not wired into the brain. This has imperative consequences for accepting the
neurobiological basis for reading complexities later in life.
If information is completely new, children require a great deal of effort to learn
and retain it. If the new item can be associated to something that is already known, it is
easier to master. Expanding out from a known technique is easier than learning a new
technique (Clay, 2005b). Prior knowledge is important for learning how to read and
write, which is why it is vital to build on a child’s prior knowledge. Zull (2002)
developed three significant ideas about prior knowledge. First, prior knowledge is a truth.
All learners, even newborn babies, have a modest amount of prior knowledge. Learners
do not begin with an empty slate. Second, prior knowledge is relentless. The links in
these physical networks of neurons are strong. They do not disappear with a flippant
comment by a teacher or a red mark on a paper. Third, prior knowledge is the foundation
of new knowledge. It is always where all learners begin. They have no alternative. No
one can comprehend anything if it is not related in some way to something they already
know (Zull, 2002). Gathercole and Alloway (2008) recognized that the deposited
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information individuals have attained about the world through individual understandings
is detained in semantic memory. Semantic memory connects the words in one’s mental
wordlist, so that it is known how divergent ideas are associated with one another.
The human brain is an intricate organ that has many diverse functions (Otaiba,
High, & Hudson, 2007). It controls the body and obtains, examines, and stores
information. The brain can be separated down the center lengthwise into a right and left
hemisphere. Most of the parts responsible for speech, language processing, and reading
are in the left hemisphere. The frontal lobe, which is the largest, is accountable for
controlling speech, logic, scheduling, regulating emotions, and perception. The parietal
lobe is located further back in the brain and controls sensory awareness as well as
connecting spoken and written language to memory to give it meaning so one can
understand what is heard and read. The occipital lobe, found at the back of the head, is
where the primary visual cortex is positioned. The visual cortex is vital in the recognition
of letters. The temporal lobe is positioned in the lower part of the brain, parallel with the
ears, and is involved in verbal memory (Otaiba et al., 2007).
Willis (2008) claimed that comprehension, retention, and use of information
gained through reading appear to be linked with prefrontal lobe activation and storage in
neurons of the neocortex. The ultimate location where information added from reading
appears to be processed is in the frontal lobe’s executive function centers. When
comprehension and retention are successful, executive functioning appears to permit the
information to be used to prioritize, plan, evaluate, judge, and utilize the knowledge to
make decisions that lead to further actions.
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As proficient readers, we no longer have a great deal of perspective on how
complicated reading really can be (Dehaene, 2009). We tend to believe that one glimpse
at a word will allow its instantaneous and global identification in a solitary step. The
brain does not go directly from the images of words to their meaning. A complete series
of mental and cerebral procedures must take place before a word can be decoded. Our
brain takes every string apart, and then recomposes it into a hierarchy of letters, bigrams,
syllables, and morphemes. Effortless reading merely serves to show that these
decomposition and recomposition stages have become totally automatic and unconscious.
Learning to read and write throughout childhood influences the well-designed
organization of the adult human brain (Castro-Caldas et al., 1998).
Differentiation
All students learn differently, and it is imperative to take these diverse modes of
learning into consideration when teaching any subject. Anderson (2007) acknowledged
that differentiation is not a novel idea. This type of teaching denotes the varieties
between students, how they acquire knowledge, diversities in obtaining knowledge, and
their own distinct passions. When differentiation is fully implemented, the drive for all
schools should be to take full advantage of the competencies of every learner. No student
is neglected when differentiation carries extreme significance (Anderson, 2007). Levy
(2008) confirmed that all students cannot be taught in similar ways, because they do not
all gain knowledge in similar ways. Teachers have to modify their styles of instruction to
mirror the necessities of the learners.
Many approaches have been implemented in order to transform teaching
regarding differentiation; several varieties of combination procedures have been tried
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throughout the reading period, consisting of “needs-based homogenous groups, interestbased groups, or individualized instruction” (Ankrum & Bean, 2007, p. 134). There is not
a one-size-fits-all program; therefore, it is possible to hinder a learner’s success when
teaching reading the same way to all learners (Bates, 2013). In order for all children to be
successful in reading, differentiation needs to occur in every teacher’s classroom. Studies
are disclosing a great deal of information about how the brain gains knowledge and
teachers cannot continue to disregard the recommendations of such findings for
instructive preparation (Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011).
Struggling Readers
Making connections between reading and writing is vitally important for children
who are struggling. Struggling readers must attain ownership if they are to become
proficient readers (Mathes et al., 2005). When children are obviously getting left behind
by their faster-learning classmates, it is very important to work with reading and writing
simultaneously (Clay, 2001). Struggling readers who do not have chances to write may
struggle even more with literacy (Anderson & Briggs, 2011). The most hard-to-teach
children have great difficulty obtaining visual and auditory perception skills (Lyons,
2003). Gentry (2006) found that there is a motive to get involved promptly. Pilot studies
of novice readers using renewed brain scan technology show that with early intervention
during kindergarten and the beginning of first grade, when the child’s brain is pliable and
flexible, the defective wiring can be repaired. It is vital to intercede early because the
undeveloped brain has a superior tendency for more familiarity.
Learning to read and write adds a visuographic element, based on the operation of
identical phonemes and graphemes, to the internal representational method for spoken
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language (Castro-Caldas et al., 1998). In reading, children must use some visual
information to verify the author’s meaning; thus, they must conduct a visual-to-auditory
investigation. In writing, children must construct visual forms (letters) to indicate the
sounds in the words they are writing, and they must perform an auditory-to-visual
analysis. In order to complete both procedures, children must organize and direct their
attention to a precise part or parts of a word and examine the word in detail and in a
proper sequence.
Before children learn how to enlarge the program of action required to hear and
document sounds in words, they must be able to hear larger chunks of sound, or syllables,
in words (Lyons, 2003). Goodwin (2012) affirmed that students must develop many
different competencies when learning to read-from understanding print conventions (for
example, that pages turn right to left); to becoming conscious that speech consists of
diverse sounds; to understanding that letters represent the sounds of speech.
Unfortunately, many students enter kindergarten already behind in these important
precursors to reading (Curby, Rimm-Kaufman, & Pointz, 2009; Sadowski, 2006).
It is apparent that the development of accountability for learning is a primary task
of students (Lyons, 2003). However, some children must be shown how to assume this
accountability and be held responsible for their decisions and actions. This act can only
be accomplished through influence, not intimidation. When working with difficult-toteach students, it is important to talk about effective techniques for managing conduct
with parents, support staff, and classroom teachers. Regularity in teaching and managing
student behaviors is necessary for positive outcomes to occur and be sustained.
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Teaching Reading and Writing Cooperatively
One develops into a better reader by writing, and one develops into a better writer
by reading (Padak & Rasinski, 2009). While children have only limited control in writing
and in reading, they can be persuaded to search for information in their memories of
either reading or writing, creating reciprocity between these parts of learning about
printed language (Clay, 2005a). Children must learn to hear the sounds in words they
want to write and find suitable ways to transcribe those sounds. The writing knowledge
provides a supply of information that can help the reader. However, this reciprocity does
not occur suddenly. The teacher must remember to encourage children to use what they
know in reading when they are writing and vice versa. Several children have information
in writing that assists them with reading, and the knowledge they acquire in reading will
likely assist them to gain more knowledge in writing (Fried, 2006).
Anderson and Briggs (2011) recognized that explicit teaching to help children
comprehend the reciprocal nature of reading and writing is a powerful tool for speeding
up learning. Teachers frequently misjudge the power of language structure and default to
graphophonic information (Anderson & Briggs, 2011). Searching for graphophonic
information is conceivably the most obvious method shared by reading and writing. At
the phonological stage, children slowly translate words consecutively, one letter at a time
(Dehaene, 2009). As an outcome, reading time increases with the number of letters in a
word. At the orthographic stage, as reading becomes progressively more fluent, this
length result slowly disappears.
Reading and writing are interconnected literacies that supply feedback and feed
forward information for each other. This means that teachers must plan reading
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experiences that are grounded in children’s understanding about writing, and vice versa
(Dorn & Soffos, 2001). When teachers instruct reading and writing together, it is a deal
that cannot be surpassed (Anderson & Briggs, 2011).
Read Aloud
Reading aloud is defined as an educational method in which instructors, mothers,
fathers, and guardians take a book and read out loud to a child (Morrison & Wlodarczyk,
2009). Reading aloud must be a time of fun and enjoyment for everyone involved (Crow,
McMurtry, & Taylor, 2006). When children are born, reading aloud to them on a
consistent basis rapidly assists them in obtaining the required skills, such as listening, and
fosters their yearning to attend to narratives (Fox, 2008). Reading aloud also promotes
children’s joyful journeys to become lifelong readers (McMurtry & Taylor, 2005;
Neumann, Copple, & Bredekamp, 1999). They comprehend the enormous delight that is
coming up in books and enhance the skill to focus and unwind. Despite what people
might believe about boys, Fox (2008) explained that they can learn to ponder on
“reading” books to themselves when they are young. However, there is not a proper
moment in time to begin reading books aloud, on every occasion and as frequently as
achievable will be sufficient. Even though reading aloud can occur at any moment, it is
important that it occurs. Routines with read-aloud are equally just as significant; whether
it is each evening, in a similar location, at a similar moment, accompanying blankets or
stuffed animals, or books that are similar. Fox stated that it is valuable to prolong reading
aloud for whatever duration of time children will allow it, “even after they can finally
read themselves” (p. 38).
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Trelease (2013) declared it is nearly the biggest oversight to discontinue the
reading aloud to children too soon, as it is to not read to them at all. Whether reading
aloud to an individual child or a classroom, an advertisement is given for reading
delights. Better still, the majority of the public do not understand that there is a listening
level and a reading level. Children typically have a higher listening level than reading
level, until later on in life (Trelease, 2013). Then, it only makes sense that children can
listen and comprehend more difficult and more fascinating narratives than they might
initially read by themselves.
Reading aloud to a child is one of the best practices in gaining literacy knowledge
(Dorn & Soffos, 2005; McMurtry & Taylor, 2005). Reading aloud is a way for a child to
learn the unique language associated with texts. Children place certain configurations in
their brains, and when they hear the unique language, they can remember it when desired,
to sustain specific literacy components. When an adult reads aloud to a child, it promotes
the necessary captivating connection with texts, narratives, songs, and poems that each
young person needs to understand previous to the official instruction of learning to read
(Crow et al., 2005; Fox, 2013). Vocabulary is not as difficult to comprehend when a
brilliant tale is read aloud. Fox (2013) acknowledged that the surge and syntax of speech
grows in familiarity.
Lane and Wright (2007) affirmed the importance of taking into consideration the
excellence of books that are chosen for reading aloud. The finest options for books are
ones that offer several chances to model fluency and expression, characters and plots with
which children can associate, and books with wonderful writing. Incorporating more than
one type of book (fairy tale, multicultural, nonfiction, etc.) expands a child’s literary
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environment. Through children’s literature, teachers can nurture their development and
learning (Morris, Taylor, & Wilson, 2000). Shedd and Duke (2008) outlined some
suggestions for choosing books of this caliber. Books with noteworthy pictures should
catch a child’s eye, boosting them to read the book a second time or more. Stories that
children find fascinating, with variety and beliefs they hold, should be considered for
selection. Shedd and Duke (2008) also found that the utilization of books that assist in the
development of reading ability can aid a substantial amount of intents. It is important to
choose books with superior writing quality and those that give ample chances for gaining
knowledge.
The Importance of Play
Zigler, Singer, and Bishop-Josef (2004) quantified that literacy, similar to
additional learning, is rooted in shared interactions. Children’s inquisitiveness is elevated
and their learning is enhanced when they interact with adults on literacy accomplishments
using multifaceted concepts and language. Children who are able to learn to read
effortlessly have guardians who are literate and can show how to use print, provide print
activities with equal emotive and collective significance, and inspire children to discover
and investigate for themselves by giving opportunities and resources. These
collaborations can be precisely meaningful when they transpire within the milieu of play.
In spite of the trials primary grade educators face in attempting to include play in an
already packed curriculum, play has an essential place in reading and writing instruction
(Scully & Roberts, 2002). Early childhood education should be founded on children’s
self-initiated play, because it is essential that teachers support an atmosphere of play
(Taylor, 2006).
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Wohlwend (2008) supported the notion when literacy and play exercises entwine,
they provide sustenance and reinforcement to each other, increasing means for children to
“perform school” and intensifying access for varied beginners. Playing school yields a
reading/playing bond; play objectives are upheld by reading- reading to play- as children
obtain the assistance of additional players or children read graphic representations or
books to create play circumstances and make them more authentic. The use of play in the
early childhood classroom can greatly impact reading growth; children engage in makebelieve then pretend they are teachers.
Wohlwend (2008) conducted a study on a focal classroom in a United States
Midwestern public elementary school. The setting was an all-day kindergarten where
literacy, play, and design opportunities were incorporated in a daily two-hour period. One
teacher and 21 kindergarten children participated in the study. Photos, videos, notes, and
audiotapes were used to record children’s dialogue and physical act with literacy
instruments, toys, and supplies. The results were divided into three groups (reading to
play and playing to read group, writing to play and playing to write group, and designing
to play and playing to design group). The first group displayed boys and girls repeatedly
combined reading and play exercises as they assumed the role of the teacher while
reading books. They also playfully taught each other to read. The second group exhibited
boys and girls joined play and writing exercises to correct and review Disney Princess
texts, conducting writing workshop meetings by authoring books, performing plays, and
puppet shows. The third group revealed that boys fused design and play exercises to
endorse college sports events and to create things.
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Samuelsson and Carlsson (2008) described children as playing and learning
beings when they are young, and when they start to separate among the two, this
denotation is facilitated to them in abundance by the dominant school culture. There are
play capacities in learning and learning capacities in play that are significant to work with
in young children’s learning and advancement. Samuelsson and Carlsson expressed that
the objectives for early childhood education are clear in the curriculum and in the
teacher’s thoughts. The way the teacher creates the setting and the types of experiences
that are provided are vital for children’s learning and chances to make sense about the
world they live in every day. One applicable example would be that for the child in
school, play becomes a more restricted method of action, primarily of the sporty kind,
which holds an accurate part in the school child’s growth but is lacking in the importance
of play for the young child (Vygotsky, 1978).
Vygotsky also noted that play itself facilitated the learning of children, and the
impact of play on a child’s development is colossal. In Vygotsky’s interpretation of play,
the child abandons his or her individual wishes and needs to follow the guidelines of the
play condition (Zigler et al., 2004). Children love to play because they have freedom to
explore the world around them (Rogers & Sawyer, 1988). Play is the best mode for the
development of self-regulation, stimulating linguistics, intellect, and social abilities
(Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). Imaginative play and close collaboration appears to be
deteriorating, since technology and adult-centered events have taken precedence
(Ginsburg, 2007). In regards to early childhood environments, influential support of
imaginative play is necessary if children are to cultivate the continuous, advanced
dramatic play that adds considerably to their social ability, intellect, stimulating
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linguistics, and self-regulation assets (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). Teachers can inspire
students to construct associations through other subjects by nurturing cognitive
progression and a willingness to learn, creating development that is meaningful and
prevalent.
According to Piaget’s (1962) observation of his own children, he found that the
children have the ability to demonstrate their understandings in their play. The real
problem in this day and time is that children do not have enough opportunities to use their
imaginations, creative thinking, or make-believe worlds (Elkind, 2008; Rogers & IzumiTaylor, 1999). Rice (2014) stated that several schoolrooms “have replaced play with
structured, teacher-directed activities leaving little time to nurture children’s exploration
and creativity” (p. 3).
A teacher-directed approach to play consists of the following: (a) students are
instructed to do certain assignments at a specific time, (b) workbooks, flashcards, or
worksheets are used by the students, (c) rote and memory are stressed, (d) reading and
writing involve direct teaching of letter recognition, reciting the alphabet, and formation
of letters instruction, and (e) use of rewards or disapproval foster participation (Dowell,
1997). A considerable amount of play includes grown-ups, and then when play is
governed by grown-ups, students conform to the grown-ups instruction and miss out on
the advantages that play gives, especially in the development of creativeness,
management, and social aspects (Ginsburg, 2007). Giving children the opportunity to
experience their natural world, on their own time schedule, gives numerous chances for
an irreplaceable, firm establishment for obtaining all sorts of knowledge. As a result,
children learn more than a computer or television could ever conceivably teach them.
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Morrison (2015) suggested that an equal balance of child-initiated and teacher-initiated
activities was appropriate for having an admirable and helpful atmosphere which is
favorable for students to improve and to gain knowledge.
One of the newest trends in the field of early childhood education is to examine
children’s perspectives of play, rather than adults (Izumi-Taylor, Ito, & Krisell, 2015).
Because children can gain knowledge in diverse settings, gaining knowledge transpires in
playful, child-initiated activities with desired objects. When teachers identify play as a
cultural occurrence, they can be appreciative of the cultural aspects of play. Once
teachers see the need for and incorporate directed and unstructured play in the
curriculum, “children become participants in and authors and readers of their own
stories” (Van Hoorn, Nourot, Scales, & Alward, 2011, p. 204).
Educators can start by giving students the chance to participate in free play (Rice,
2014). In order to provide these opportunities, the schoolroom would need to be arranged
accordingly for unstructured play. A child-directed approach to play includes the
following: (a) children choose activities from various areas formulated by the teacher, (b)
materials used are authentic, (c) finger paints, clays, block building, and cooking
ingredients are utilized, and (d) teachers redirect behavior, using positive reinforcement
and encouragement (Dowell, 1997). Furthermore, developmentally appropriate practice
can be utilized when teachers need direction about how to gain the most benefits from
play within the classroom (Snow, 2014). Generally speaking, many teachers utilize
centers to provide children with playful child-initiated activities (Van Hoorn et al., 2011).
DeVries and Zan (2012) stated that the importance of free/unstructured play in
relation to the constructivist approach is the ability that children have to choose what
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activity they want to do. The key to an effective period of free/unstructured play is
“planning to appeal to children’s interests, purposes, reasoning, and cooperation”
(DeVries & Zan, 2012, p. 225). Likewise, Duckworth (2006) recommended that although
teachers have to meet the demands of standards, even 15 min. a day will assist in
promoting their learning and development. Free play should be based on what children
want to do because this encourages them to elicit magnificent concepts.
Developmentally Appropriate Practice
Willingham (2012) concluded that developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) in
school would include assignments that coordinated with student’s capabilities, according
to their developmental state. In the last 20 years, phases have not been regarded as
popular theories concerning children’s performance of intellectual assignments. Children
may perform diverse assignments in diverse ways on any given day but may do the exact
diverse assignment in two diverse ways on a continual basis. Discovering what a child
discerns, is dependent on the assignment utilized to examine the child’s understanding
(Willingham, 2012).
The primary grades are a time in children’s lives when they experience tangible
reading (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). Many become avid readers and begin to delight in
reading. Even though writing and reading skills are still in a state of progression, “the
early childhood years—from birth through age 8—are the most important period for
literacy development” (International Reading Association & National Association for the
Education of Young Children, 1998, p. 30). Failure to expose children to reading and
writing at an early age can cause boundaries to the reading and writing heights they
eventually achieve. Gaining knowledge in reading and writing is critical to students’
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success in school and their future. One has to be able to read and comprehend to meet
most of the requirements for a career (International Reading Association & National
Association for the Education of Young Children, 1998), which is why being literate is a
high priority for today and for tomorrow. However, little is known about the relations
between brain research and reading and writing for young children.
Rushton and Larkin (2001) specified how brain research scaffolds the significance
of evolving and applying a core curriculum that is suitable for the student’s individual
stage of development. Brain research does not present a new strategic process for
educators in itself, but it affords tangible and essential explanations why certain methods
to instruction are more efficient than additional ones. Krisell (2014) found that limited
studies have been done regarding brain research when learning to read and write. Thus,
the relationship of brain research to DAP in regards to reading and writing is still unclear
for young children.
Rushton and Larkin (2001) attempted to show the similarities between DAP and
brain research by comparing the two, adding some classroom approaches that assisted in
connecting them together. Increase in one area impacts and is impacted by increases in
additional areas (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). For example, in the classroom, many
programs of study involve the senses and stimulate a portion of the aptitudes
simultaneously (Rushton & Larkin, 2001). Similarly, the different areas of the brain have
a system of cells, dendrites, and nerves that join one part of the brain to a different one.
Children are active learners who enjoy interacting with others (Copple &
Bredekamp, 2009). When active learning takes place, several parts of the brain are
triggered at the same time (Rushton & Larkin, 2001). Knowledge should be offered in an
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authentic framework so that novel material forms upon background knowledge, and then
simplifies to larger ideas. Educators, who make it a priority to be efficient, select
approaches that are suitable in certain circumstances by recognizing and observing what
students are verbally professing and how they are performing. They also inspire students
to persevere instead of only offering accolades, offer detailed criticism to students,
display appropriate responses or mannerisms, construct or enhance challenges, and
provide help when needed (National Association for the Education of Young Children,
2012). Furthermore, educators utilize modeling as a means to assist students with what
they need in order to accomplish a task or behavior (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
Interactive modeling is a way for students to witness, define, and rehearse every skill in
the schoolroom (Wilson, 2012). As an outcome, students are more involved in how they
exert and acquire knowledge.
Centers in the early childhood education classroom should be comfortable and
pleasurable (Kieff & Casbergue, 2000; Selmi, Gallagher, & Moro-Flores, 2015). Children
can sit to read or write with their peers or by themselves, and teachers can offer soft
pillows or beanbag chairs in order for children to enjoy reading and listening to a book.
Selmi and others recommended that “the center must have one area where children can
group together and share books” (p. 391). Similarly, the Daily 5 is an innovative take on
centers that involves five components: read to self, read to someone, listen to reading,
work on writing, and word work. It was intended to “teach children to build their stamina
and independence in each of the Daily 5 tasks so they can fully engage in meaningful,
authentic reading and writing for an extended time” (Boushey & Moser, 2014, p. 11). The
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components are immersed in selection, which assists in the growth of enthusiasm and
student participation.
Copple and Bredekamp (2009) acknowledged that parents play a significant role
in their children’s lives. Exceptional educators should strive to improve rapport with their
students’ families by communicating often and showing care and concern for them and
their children. Paying attention to and remaining positive about ethnicity is important
where diversity is present and necessary with every family.
Constructivist Approach
Constructivism is a theory of learning that centers on autonomous thought and
how one constructs his/her own knowledge (Brooks & Brooks, 1999; Fosnot, 1996). Jean
Piaget and his colleagues discovered with over 60 years of research that the child gains
knowledge and ethical beliefs from within (Kamii, 1990; Mooney, 2000). Piaget (1962)
indicated that knowledge does not exist outside of an individual’s mind. Assimilation,
accommodation, and equilibration are terms that Piaget (1962) used when describing how
children gain knowledge. When firsthand knowledge is taken in, assimilation occurs.
Accommodation takes place when that knowledge is modified to fit what already exists
in their schemas. Finally, equilibration is obtained when there is an equal balance
between children’s cognitive thought processes.
Educators need to keep this in mind when stimulating students’ learning because
the constructivist theory is centered on the hypothesis that comprehension is created by
students as they attempt to make sense of their capabilities (Fosnot, 1996). Students are
active learners who seek their own knowledge by interacting in their environments
(Brooks & Brooks, 1999; Fosnot, 1996; Yilmaz, 2008). When children assist in writing
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the rules in a constructivist classroom, the ultimate goal is ethical and scholarly growth
(DeVries & Zan, 1994). Children are more likely to adhere to the rules if they have
constructed them.
Children in a constructivist classroom learn ideas while exploring all of the
possibilities. Obtaining knowledge is a result of their contributions in realistic
undertakings (Alesandrini & Larson, 2002). Yilmaz (2008) found that when using
constructivist instruction techniques, educators can change learners from absolute
students to contextual students. Absolute students have confidence in the fact that
information is stationary, conclusive, and definite, and instructors and books have all the
answers. In contrast, contextual students have confidence in the fact that information is
not certain, faltering, and can be altered and is at ease mediating how individual facts
could relate to a circumstance. Tangible data have been supplied by neuroscience and
shows that when students are granted the chance to obtain knowledge in thoughtprovoking, nonviolent, self-disciplining, and energetic settings, their brains mature in a
more operative fashion (Burnett, 2010).
Vygotsky (1978) also contributed to the constructivist theory by interjecting that
children must interact with not only their surroundings, but also with one another. Adults
or more accomplished peers can add to a child’s knowledge through exposure of diverse
thinking and problem solving strategies (Yilmaz, 2008). Conversation should be
encouraged by teachers in order to enhance cognitive development (Mooney, 2000). The
classroom becomes a society where social groups get together to discuss and engage in
activities (Fosnot, 1996). DeVries and Zan (2012) indicated that instructors in a
constructivist classroom purposely incorporate chances for students to collaborate with
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each other. Paired events are planned, like feeding the class pet or preparing food for
break time. Sentiments of kindness and accountability can be stimulated when students
do things for their peers.
Gaining knowledge is viewed as a self-regulatory development where students
are thought to have meaningful experiences that are authentic and lead to autonomy.
Brooks and Brooks (1999) identified that a constructivist teacher supports and receives
independence and initiative, while allowing the students to take control of their
knowledge, become problem solvers, and discover problems as well. Constructivist
teachers also utilize information and the latest research findings, create links that enable
students to dive further into texts and circumstances, allows students’ replies to guide
their lesson planning, change teaching strategies, and adjust content, and permits students
to share their own ideas first (Brooks & Brooks, 1999).
Teachers’ Perceptions/Beliefs of Teaching
Teachers’ beliefs or perceptions of teaching mediate students’ experiences in
classrooms (Vartuli, 2005). A focal point for teachers is what they believe regarding their
personal capabilities. If teachers have a positive outlook about their ability to assist
students when acquiring the skills students need, they are more likely to spend an
adequate amount of time and energy engaged in instruction, which can lead to
improvement (Bandura, 1997; Pajares, 1996; Vartuli, 2005). Teachers’ perceptions are
also substantial when reflection is involved, for they are the only ones who can
understand their own ideas and decide if changes need to occur (Yero, 2002). A
considerable amount of what teachers have faith in when it comes to school, stems from
their personal life skills as learners. During these specific involvements at school,
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teachers have unconsciously customized opinions pertaining to themselves and their
capabilities, while thinking about knowledge and how it is obtained (Yero, 2002).
Beijaard, Verloop, and Vermunt (2000) found that the perceptions of teachers
aided in their acceptance of changes within education and how they choose to manage
those changes and incorporate improvements in their instructional preparation. If teachers
do not see reading and writing as significant, their insights may impact their instruction
of the content (Ferede, Melese, & Tefera, 2012). Teachers’ perceptions, outlooks, and
main concerns are connected to their actions in the classroom (Rimm-Kaufman &
Sawyer, 2004). They create goals with high levels of achievement and are accountable if
those goals are not obtained (Vartuli, 2005). If teachers do not have positive viewpoints
concerning the attainment of goals they may claim that struggling students cannot learn
because of their below average performance (Bandura, 1997).
Vartuli (2005) indicated that what teachers believe is at the center of teaching.
Pupils and instructors have former philosophies founded on one’s involvements,
understanding, and beliefs. Many educators construct a teaching philosophy, and some of
them make plans to align that philosophy with competent instruction, wisdom, and their
idea of effective strategies (Reber, 2011). The involvement of students is vital when
making choices about the curriculum and “allowing them to be responsible for their own
learning across all age groups to generate motivated, lifelong learners” (Vartuli, 2005, p.
80). Vartuli also indicated that teachers with prominent effectiveness believe that they are
capable when instructing students, and make more of an effort to offer invitations for
parental involvement. It is of upmost importance that what teachers believe and how
they instruct be connected with encouraging educational results for all students.
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Chapter 3 – Methodology
The purpose of this study was to examine 6 teachers’ perspectives regarding playbased developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches when teaching
reading and writing. This section included information about the research design,
participants, setting, data collection and procedures, and data analysis. Permission to
work with teachers was obtained from the principal of the school in which the research
was conducted. Permission to conduct this research was granted by The University of
Memphis IRB office (IRB ID# 2159).
Research Design
This study was conducted to determine if 6 teachers utilize play-based
developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches when teaching
reading and writing. The focus of this study was to obtain information about the use of
play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches and how
this knowledge was being used in the classroom to teach reading and writing. Sousa and
Tomlinson (2011) noted that when all components of children’s brain function together,
many students will benefit. To understand how teachers use play-based developmentally
appropriate practice and constructivist approaches to teach reading and writing, a
qualitative research design was used for this study. Bogdan and Biklen (2003) and
Lichtman (2010) indicated that qualitative research included observing teaching methods
in natural settings and interviewing teachers on a certain subject. Qualitative research is
descriptive and inductive (Wynn, 2008). It can also identify and explain the stories of
people, schools, organizations, and programs in order to understand phenomena being
studied (Patton, 2002). Conducting qualitative studies contributes to the understanding of
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what is being examined, and everything is meaningful and useful (Lichtman, 2010;
Wynn, 2008).
To “have a more accurate picture and thus remain less biased” (Lichtman, 2014,
p. 44), a variety of methods were used to collect data including interviews, lesson plans,
observations, field notes, students’ work samples, and classroom photos. Crotty (1998)
determined that the one conducting the research makes an attempt to view certain aspects
from the participants’ vantage point.
Research Setting
This study took place in an elementary setting in one school district in Arkansas
during the 2014-2015 school year. The research was conducted at Hilltop Elementary, a
pseudonym, in 1 preK classroom and 5 elementary classrooms (three 1st grade
classrooms, one 2nd grade classroom, and one 3rd grade classroom). This elementary
school is located in a small, rural setting in Arkansas. It consists of kindergarten through
grade 4, serving approximately 400 students. The preK program is housed at Hilltop
Elementary but is under the direction of Douglas Education Cooperative and guidelines
are followed according to the Arkansas Better Chance (ABC) Program (Arkansas
Department of Human Services, 2011). The demographic information for Hilltop
Elementary is presented in Table 1. The student population for this school includes the
following: 0.5% American Indian/Alaskan, 0.8% Black/African American, 4.8%
Hispanic/Latino, 92.7% Caucasian, and 1.3% two or more races, with a socioeconomic
status of 46%.
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Table 1
Student Population Demographics by Race for Hilltop Elementary
Race
American Indian/Alaskan

Percentage of School Population
0.5%

Black/African American

0.8%

Hispanic/Latino

4.8%

Caucasian

92.7%

Two or more races

1.3%

Participants
The participants for this study consisted of 5 Caucasian elementary teachers and 1
Caucasian preK teacher, 5 females and 1 male teacher. Pseudonyms were used for each
teacher. Hancock and Algozzine (2006) recommend that to identify “those persons in the
research setting who may have the best information with which to address the study’s
research questions is important”(p. 40). Table 2 indicates the participants’ teaching
experience, educational background, and National Board Certification.
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Table 2
Participants' Years of Teaching Experience, Degree, and National Board Certification
________________________________________________________________________
Participant Years of Teaching Grade
Highest Degree Attained
National Board
Experience
________________________________________________________________________
Pat

8

preK

BSE

No

Deanne

9

1st

BSE

No

Rex

8

1st

BSE

No

Carol

22

1st

BSE

No

Becky

10

2nd

BSE

No

Kara

21

3rd

BSE

Yes

Data Collection
For this study, multiple sources of data were collected including answers to
research questions through interviews, lesson plans, observations, field notes, students’
work samples, and classroom photos. The 6 teachers were asked to respond to the
questions below at different times over the span of 2 months. Interview questions came
from one study (Krisell, 2014) that examined teachers’ knowledge of teaching reading
and writing through the use of brain research and were modified to elicit the teachers’
responses. The questions for interviews were:
1. What is your philosophy of education?
2. What are your beliefs about teaching reading and writing?
3. What approach is best for teaching your students strategies for reading and
writing?
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4. Can you identify some activities that you implement in your classroom that are
effective in promoting reading and writing?
5. Can you explain why you think students are successful in your classroom?
6. Can you share some of the approaches you use in reading and writing? How do
you use these approaches to promote your students’ success in reading and writing?
7. Do you think your students can learn to read and write through play?
8. How important is it to take breaks when learning new information? Do you
know what the research shows regarding “brain breaks?”
9. Is there anything else you would like to add?
Each interview was conducted before or after school hours. The interviews
occurred in the teachers’ classrooms. I began by e-mailing the interview questions to each
teacher in the month of February and asked each teacher to provide the answers to the
questions. Then, I conducted face-to-face interviews with each teacher regarding the
questions they answered through e-mail, as well as any additional questions that were
mentioned. By the end of March, the interviews through e-mail and face-to-face were
completed. I used the participants’ school e-mail address or spoke face-to-face with them
when clarification from questions was needed. Once I interviewed my participants and
wrote about the interviews, I shared the report with them to verify my interpretations
through emailing and face to face conversations (Lichtman, 2014; Seidman, 1998).
Member checking supports my interpretations of the data “by having others look at the
data and go through the same process” (Lichtman, 2013, p. 22).
Each teacher was asked to choose one week’s worth of lesson plans containing
reading and writing. When the lesson plans from each teacher were collected, I asked
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additional questions similar to the following: How much time do you allow for reading
and writing? Do you provide small group instruction and how much time is allotted for
it? More questions about their lesson plans were generated after the first glance.
Krisell (2014) discovered that some teachers write notes in the margins of their
lesson plans, and it is always beneficial to ask questions immediately. The purpose of
collecting lesson plans was to examine the content of their lesson materials, teaching
objectives, activities, time allotments, etc. Lesson plans should support teachers in
instruction, organization, and objectives (Wynn, 2008). Lesson plans were collected to
indicate what occurs in literacy, in terms of developmentally appropriate practice and
constructivist approaches, on any given day during a full week.
The 5 observations of each teacher lasted 30-45 min each. The purpose of my
first observations was to capture the teachers’ interactions with the students and learn
more about how each teacher utilized his/her time during reading and/or writing lessons.
The second, third, fourth, and fifth observations were used to closely observe the
teacher’s use of play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist
approaches when teaching reading and writing, what specific prompts the teacher elicited
when assisting the students during reading and/or writing, and how students responded to
the specific prompts the teacher elicited. I also asked to see a sample of the students’
writing and/or assessments. By observing teachers in their natural settings, I was able to
look for their teaching methods in reading and writing through the use of play-based
developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches (Lichtman, 2010,
2014). Field notes were taken by me during observations and reviewed immediately after
observations for further questioning or clarification (Lichtman, 2010, 2014). By writing
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my own observational notes, I was able to be reflective of what I had observed.
“Photography is a very powerful medium for expression” (Thompson &
Williams, 2009, p. 6). Asking the teachers to photograph their images of teaching writing
and reading was helpful in understanding their teaching practices (Lichtman, 2010,
2014). I asked the teachers to use my digital camera to take two to three photos that
showed reading and writing components within their classrooms. The photos I took of
each teacher’s room displayed routines, student work, and the overall organization of a
preK, first grade, second grade, and third grade classroom. Lesson plans were collected to
indicate what occurred in literacy on any given day during a full week. Table 3 shows
how each data method addressed my research questions.
Data Analysis
I coded and categorized the data using Lichtman’s qualitative analysis methods
(Lichtman, 2010). Data were analyzed using the following six steps: (a) “initial coding;
(b) revisiting initial coding; (c) developing an initial list of categories or central ideas; (d)
modifying the initial list based on additional rereading; (e) revisiting the categories; (f)
moving from categories to concepts (themes)”(p. 198). To ensure reliability of my
analysis of the data, two educators of early childhood education reviewed my data
analysis until we reached consensus regarding coding. Member checking was
implemented to validate each theme for this research. Member checking and utilizing
communicators to verify linguistics is an indication that the examiner is attempting to do
it correctly (Lichtman, 2010). At the conclusion of the analysis of data, each teacher was
questioned through e-mail or face-to-face regarding the results of the study as a form of
member checking (Lichtman, 2010).
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Table 3
Research Questions/Data Collection Methods
Interviews Lesson
Plans
1. What are the
best approaches
for teaching
students
strategies for
emergent
reading and
writing?
2. How does
play affect the
reading and
writing
process?

X

X

X

Observations Field
Notes
X

X

X

X
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Photography Students’
Writing
Samples
X

X

Chapter 4 – Results
This chapter contains an analysis of the data collected from the research. Data
from teacher interviews, observations, field notes, teachers’ lesson plans, students’ class
work, and photos taken by the teachers and me were analyzed, color-coded, and classified
according to developing themes.
Qualitative analysis of the data revealed the following three themes: (a)
constructivist approach, (b) DAP, and (c) reciprocity of reading and writing.
Constructivist approach refers to the teachers’ beliefs that children construct their own
knowledge through interacting with their environment (Fosnot, 1996; Mooney, 2000).
DAP consists of the following three criteria: (1) age appropriateness, (2) individual/group
appropriateness, and (3) social/cultural appropriateness. It is also defined as meeting
children where they are on the developmental spectrum in order to assist them with
making progress and ultimately reaching goals (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). Teaching
reading and writing cooperatively is in reference to the reciprocity of reading and writing,
which helps the learning process advance effectively (Anderson & Briggs, 2011).
As shown in Table 4, the theme of constructivist approach was evident in all but
one teacher’s response. The DAP theme was revealed in each teacher’s answer during the
interview process, and the reciprocity of reading and writing was mentioned by four of
the teachers. The teachers’ replies are discussed individually.
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Table 4
Interview Results
Themes emerged from responses
1. What is your philosophy of education?
Constructivist Approach
DAP
Differentiation
2. What are your beliefs about teaching
reading and writing?
DAP
Reciprocity of reading and writing
3. What approach is best for teaching your
students strategies for reading and writing?
Small Groups
Whole Group
Modeling
Student Choice
Assigned Curriculum
4. Can you tell me some activities that you
implement in your classroom that are
effective in promoting reading and writing?
Read Aloud
Phonics
Independent Reading
Small Group Reading
Whole Group Reading
Buddy Reading
Research
Whole Group Writing
Journal Writing
Anchor Charts
Turn and Talk (among students)
Student Led Activities
Think Aloud
Word Sorts
Graphic Organizers
School Wide Reading Program

Kara Becky Rex Deanne Carol Pat
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Table 4 continued…
Themes emerged from responses
5. Can you tell me why you think students
are successful in your classroom?
Avid Readers
Creative When Writing
Good Spellers/Use Higher Level Words
Parental Support
Motivation
Natural Ability
Open-minded
Recall/Comprehension
Immersion in Reading and Language Since
Birth
Strong Language Foundation
Daily Instruction in Reading and Writing
Active Participants in Learning
6. Can you tell me some of the approaches
you use in reading and writing? How do you
use these approaches to promote your
students’ success in reading and writing?
Modeling
Read Aloud
Inquiry
Guided Reading (small group)
Guided Writing (small group)
Writer’s Workshop
Word Study
Shared Writing
Interactive Writing
Write About Reading
Small Group
Whole Group
Choral Reading
Independent Reading
KWL Charts
Word Challenges
Partner Work
Journal Writing
7. Do you think your students can learn to
read and write through play?
Yes
Music and Movement
Essential Motivator
Structured Play
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Kara Becky Rex Deanne Carol Pat

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

Table 4 continued…
Themes emerged from responses
8. How important is it to take breaks when
learning new information? Do you know
what the research shows regarding “brain
breaks?”
Daily Schedule Allows for Breaks
Importance of Movement
Knowledge of Breaks
Teacher Elicited Breaks
9. Is there anything else you would like to
add?
Parents Read to Children
Constructivism
Differentiation

Kara Becky Rex Deanne Carol Pat

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

Constructivist Approach
As previously mentioned, a constructivist approach was evident in five of the six
teachers who participated in the study (see Table 4). The following section was supported
with evidence for this theme.
Kara
When Kara was asked about her philosophy of education, she replied:
I believe all students are capable of learning. I also believe that teachers should
have high expectations for all students, and that many students will be able to
achieve more academically because of these higher expectations. I am like my
kids, in that I learn better if I can see by example, so you are welcome to use my
class to model any methods for me in order to help me improve as a teacher!
Although there was no indication of a constructivist approach in her lesson plans,
evidence was obtained through field notes. While observing in her classroom, I noticed
that she allowed a significant amount of time for students to produce an answer and only
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offered assistance from herself or another classmate after the student appeared to have no
answer (April 2nd). Kara appeared to be more like a facilitator when students were
working in pairs, too. She said to the class:
We are going to get in groups of two and use vocabulary cards that I am going to
place around the room. I will set the timer for about 6 min. When the timer goes
off, you will rotate around the room to the next card.
Kara put the cards on the floor and called out partners. Each pair went to stand by their
first card. Then Kara started the timer and said, “Go, remember to talk about what is on
your card and nothing else.” Kara walked around the room, observing students, but only
giving reminders when absolutely necessary. For example, she instructed, “Discuss with
your partner before you discuss with me. Put the vocabulary word on your paper before
you begin. Rotate, quick, quick, quick…starting timer now.” The students seemed to be
engaged, and because they were told by the teacher about the amount of time allotted to
finish, staying on task did not appear to be an issue. The majority of the time, Kara
listened to conversations and announced when one minute was left to finish the
assignment. As I was leaving her room, I recorded in my notes what Kara told the class at
the end of the activity. She said, “We will discuss your answers as a group when
everyone has completed each card.” Upon receiving her lesson plans, I did not see any
indication of a constructivist approach. Additionally, after reviewing her classroom
environment, there was no evidence of a constructivist approach.
Becky
Becky discussed her philosophy of education by stating, “Children must be taught
in a way that meets their learning style and needs.” She also indicated:
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I do some kind of partner work every day, may be reading, may be math. This
group works well together, others in the past have not. I use mostly whole group
instruction to teach skills and then frequently break into partners. They can help
and learn from each other.
During an observation in Becky’s classroom, she pulled out two Popsicle sticks
with students’ names on them when assigning partners (February 20th). Students moved
to a place in the room and began working. The students worked together to get the
answers and restated evidence they gathered from the text. Becky observed each pair of
students, offering assistance when necessary, particularly giving affirmation to one
student by saying, “Yes, that’s right. You are doing fine.” After responding to the
students, I asked her, “Do you do any small groups in your classroom?” Becky replied,
“I’m not good at small group.” Although her lesson plans did not indicate a constructivist
approach, her classroom environment did. I took a picture of how she used her
whiteboard to write to her students, and she took two pictures to depict how she assists
her students in reading and writing. In Figures 1-3, Becky’s classroom environment is
represented.

Figure 1.Becky’s morning message to her students (photographed by the researcher).
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Figure 2. A student’s writing journal (photographed by Becky).

Figure 3. Books from the curriculum (photographed by Becky).

Rex
Even though Rex’s answers regarding his philosophy of education appeared to be
focused on a constructivist approach (see Table 4), his actual teaching methods and
lesson plans did not align with my field notes. When he was asked if he wanted to add
anything else during the interview, he replied, “Always put the needs of all students in
your class to the best interest of their learning. Different students think in many ways and
there is no right or wrong way to learn.” He also specified, “Writing seems to be better
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if you make the topic interesting and enjoyable. I allow my students to explore topics
and build sentences and ideas to further their knowledge.”
At the beginning of one of the observations, Rex asked the students an essential
question, “Why is it important to talk about people from the past (March 10th)?” He
proceeded to tell the students when no feasible answer was given. Rex said, “It is
important to study people from the past in order to see where they lived, to gain
information, and learn about contributions to society.” He read the first part of the story
out loud, stopping occasionally to allow the students to pronounce or discuss certain
words. The majority of the time, Rex did the talking and asked questions every now and
then. He also looked at certain students’ books to reread different parts of the story. It
appeared to me that he was not prepared for this particular lesson.
At another time during the lesson, Rex commented, “Tomas chose books that he
liked. Tomas grew up to be a teacher. What does a teacher do?” Then Rex said under his
breath, “This should be very interesting.” The first student replied, “They give us sheets,
grade sheets, give us hard work.” Next, another student stated, “Your job is to not be
fired.” While the third student said, “To make money.”
Rex continued, “Is it good to read books?” “Yes,” a group of students replied.
Rex said, “Yes. If his (Tomas) name is on a big library, do you think he is important?”
Many students responded, “Yes.” Rex inquired, “What kind of books are interesting to
y’all?” One student answered, “Monster High.” “Zombies,” replied another student. The
last student declared, “Dinosaurs.” According to my observation, Figure 4 that was taken
by me supported the notion that Rex’s classroom environment did not align with a
constructivist approach. The classroom posters were not displayed at children’s eye level.
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Figure 4. Rex’s classroom environment (photographed by the researcher).

Deanne
I asked Deanne about her philosophy of education. She professed, “I believe
learning is intrinsically motivating, and as long as we can relate the learning objective to
concrete, real-world problem solving, our students will (or should) enjoy the process.
Understanding is rewarding.” Deanne continued by stating:
All students should have a wide choice in what they are reading, as this will
improve engagement and create lifelong readers for pleasure. My students are
successful because of their excellent memory and comprehension. This allows
them to access all the reading skills they have been taught, or learned on their
own, and apply them.
When I observed Deanne’s classroom, the students were learning about time
prepositions- before, after, later, earlier, today, yesterday, tomorrow, etc.(March 18th).
The students gave the impression that the words were familiar to them due to earlier
discussions. Deanne said to the class, “We are going to keep the list to use as we write
this week.” Then, she called on certain students to give examples of some of the words.
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One student had a difficult time using the word “before,” so Deanne started the sentence
and prompted the student to finish it. The student said, “We went to Justice earlier in the
morning.” Deanne wrote the sentence on the board. She reminded the students, “Let’s
check to see if the questions who, what, where, and when were answered in the sentence.
Does it tell who?” Some students answered, “Yes, we.” Deanne proceeded, “Does it tell
what?” “Yes, went,” other students replied. Deanne continued, “Does it tell where?” A
few students stated, “Yes, Justice.” Deanne finished by asking, “Does it tell when?”
“Yes, earlier in the morning,” responded many students. The students put their list away.
For the next phase of writing, Deanne professed to the students, “We are going to
do narrative writing. What is narrative writing?” One student said, “Rules of grammar.”
“I’m glad you remembered that. Someone can help you,” Deanne said. One student
replied, “Writing about yourself.” Deanne then stated, “You guys are going to write a
story using exact details.” Deanne wrote the following sentence on the board: I ate lunch.
She asked the students, “Can you make a picture of what I am eating?” Some of them
said, “No.” Deanne replied, “No, because you don’t know. I could be eating a fish with a
tail and eyes.” She discussed details and how they make a story more interesting. Then
she added, “I gobbled up my Cocoa Puffs and sped to Wal-Mart!” Deanne asked the
students if she should give the name of a certain car and add it to her story. They said to
her, “Slug bug,” and she added it to her sentence. Deanne explained the task and
reminded them:
Be careful to write exact words. Exact wording makes the story better. I want a
title for your story. You may write about anything you want. It’s a personal
narrative. You can add how you felt about it to wrap it up. I’m not spelling words
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for you. Most of your hands should be down right now. I will walk around to
make sure you are staying on task.
Right before she began walking around the room, she showed me her teacher’s
manual from the Journeys Curriculum. She commented, “This is what I follow, it’s
wonderful.” While observing students’ writing, Deanne could be heard making comments
to them such as, “Just watching, nope, I’m not spelling. If you tell all about your best
friend, it’s not a personal narrative.” She continued to offer tips, hints, and/or
suggestions during the students’ writing time. After reviewing her lesson plans, I found
that the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) that she included in her lesson plans
aligned with a constructivist approach. Figures 5-6 depict Deanne’s alignment of CCSS
and a constructivist approach.

Figure 5. Paired reading (photographed by Deanne).
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Figure 6. End result of writing activity (photographed by Deanne).

Carol
When Carol described her philosophy of education, she indicated:
All children can and do learn. Each child comes to us at a different stage of
learning. We have to take each child from where they are and grow them to their
fullest potential for that point in time. That is why differentiation is so important!
My students collaborate with one another, participate in student led explanation,
and execute think aloud. They are successful because they are active participants
in their learning.
In her additional comments, Carol acknowledged, “I guess I see myself as more of a
facilitator in the classroom and not a sage on the stage.”
When Carol introduced personal narratives to the students, she used Cynthia
Rylant’s book When I Was Young in the Mountains (Rylant, 1987). According to Carol,
shared writing is an approach that is utilized weekly in her classroom. During my first
two observations, I witnessed the beginning steps involved in independent writing
(March 10th and 11th). With the students gathered on the carpet, Carol read aloud Cynthia
Rylant’s book. Then, she had the students help her make an anchor chart. An anchor chart
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is used as an anchor when students need reminders. It is displayed visibly in the
classroom. Here is what the Personal Narrative Anchor Chart consisted of: tells us who
went, where they went, and what happened; there is a beginning, middle, and end; it tells
a story in order; it is true; and it is about yourself. Next, Carol read the book a second
time and used the anchor chart as a guide to help the students answer the questions of
why the book was considered a personal narrative.
The next day, Carol admitted to me that she wanted to see how much the
students remembered. She asked the students, “What book did we read? What kind of
book did we read? Turn and talk to your neighbor. I’m listening.” When the students
were finished with their conversations, Carol said, “I heard someone say personal and
fiction. So, what is fiction?” A student commented, “Pretend.” Carol then continued to
say, “We call these books personal narratives.” She prompted the students to choral read
the anchor chart, and asked this question, “If it’s true and about you, can the book be
about Godzilla….etc.” (giving other examples)? Some of the students answered, “No.”
Carol answered them, “They are called narrative non-fiction.” A student interjected,
“They’re not real pictures.” Carol enlightened the class, “They may not have been able
to get a camera, and may not have owned a camera. We are going to stop and talk about
small moments. Think about a beginning, middle, and end.” She used an excerpt from
Cynthia Rylant’s book to illustrate her point about small moments and gave a few more
examples to show the students that small moments do not end. For example, Cynthia
Rylant went for a swim in a swimming hole (even if there were snakes), witnessed a
baptism in the swimming hole, used a johnny-house for a bathroom, and ate too much
fried okra and got sick. Carol explained that small moments do not have to be long.
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Next, she assisted the students by creating another chart titled “Small
Moments.” Here is what was written on the chart: killing a snake, nighttime and dinner,
going swimming, taking a bath, and going to church. Carol questioned:
Could you break those (small moments) down even more? Yes, you could just
talk about her bathroom experience. Think in your head about small moments you
think you could write about. Turn and tell your neighbor what you think you
could write about.
Then, she had them turn to the person on their other side. Lastly, Carol said, “Ok,
I’m going to tell you some things I heard- myself and my dog, building a barn, moving,
having a baby brother or sister. What did your neighbor tell you that you would love to
hear about?” One student declared, “He wants to live in the mountains and do what she
did.” Carol asked, “Is that a personal narrative? You have to have experienced it.” Other
students gave examples, “I’m writing about when my baby nephew was born.” Carol
spoke when the students stopped giving examples, “Have you ever been to the zoo?
Magic Springs? Disney World? Lake Ouachita?” One student announced, “Riding my
dirt bike.” Carol replied, “Yes, excellent, riding your dirt bike!” Another student asked,
“Like playing baseball?” Carol again responded, “Yes, exactly!” It seemed as if the
students were starting to understand personal narratives.
When analyzing Carol’s lesson plans, it was obvious that a constructivist
approach was evident by the amount of information she provided regarding reading and
writing components. Her classroom environment was also based on a constructivist
approach. Figures 7-9 demonstrate a constructivist setting conducive of learning and
development.
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Figure 7. Students collaborating on their personal narratives (photographed by Carol).

Figure 8. Paired reading (photographed by Carol).

Figure 9. Text evidence about animals (photographed by Carol).
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Developmentally Appropriate Practice (DAP)
All of the participants showed evidence of DAP in their responses (see Table 4). The
following segment was reinforced with occurrences that related to this theme. Because
one of the main tenets of DAP is play, the following responses were included in this
section.
Carol
Carol offered many DAP activities for teaching first grade students strategies for
reading and writing. She said, “I prefer to use the workshop approach. In my classroom, I
use whole group and small group teaching for reading and writing. We are also
constantly creating anchor charts together, conducting modeled writings, shared writings,
and interactive writings.” My photos (Figures 10-12) from Carol’s classroom were
examples of anchor charts. In Figure 3, Carol appeared to be using the students’
illustrations to help them make a connection with the setting of a story, and the anchor
charts were tools for students to utilize when needed. She also addressed some of the
activities that she implemented in her classroom that are effective in promoting reading
and writing. She declared, “Sorts of all kinds, buddy reading, independent reading, read
100 books, researching things of interest, class created stories and anchor charts, turn and
talk, student led explanation, think aloud, and graphic organizers when reading and
writing.” Carol told me specifically why she thought her students were successful by
adding, “First, they have been immersed in reading and language since they were born
and entered school with a strong language foundation. Second, they are immersed daily
in reading and writing because reading and writing cannot occur through osmosis.”
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Figure 10. Anchor chart for parts of a sentence (photographed by the researcher).

Figure 11. Anchor chart for nouns (photographed by the researcher).
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Figure 12. Students’ examples of setting (photographed by the researcher).

During Carol’s classroom observation, I witnessed her modeling to the students
how to brainstorm when preparing to write a personal narrative (March 13th). The
students had just completed their morning work and were talking about what kind of
story was at the end. Carol specified, “This week we have been talking about personal
narratives. Is this a small moment?” A few of the students replied, “Yes.” Carol went
over to their “Small Moments” chart and added: getting ready for school. One student
shouted, “I really love my new shoes!” Carol responded, “Well, I’m glad. Could John
write about his new shoes?” Many students said, “Yes.” Then, Carol instructed the
students, “Get out your sheet where we were brainstorming small moments in time we
could write about.” Another student interrupted, “Are you writing about a small
moment?” Carol answered, “John is going to write about his new shoes.” Using the
ELMO (overhead projector), she filled out her “Things I Could Write a Personal
Narrative About” sheet. She told the students:
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I am going to write about the beach. Put in the blank what you are going to write
about. When you have written what you are going to write about, put your hands
on your head. You need to make sure you are choosing something that has a
beginning, middle, and end.
Carol said to the students, “Draw yourself first, then you can add whoever else was in
your story. Remember, this is a personal narrative, so you should be included first.” She
started to draw herself, her husband, and her children in the first box. She communicated
to the students, “Only a quick sketch, not a fancy picture.” A student stated, “What is 60
plus 60?” Carol quickly replied, “Do we need to know that for our personal narrative?”
The student shook his head no. Second, Carol added a drawing of the beach in the
“where” box. Another student said, “Can I just write monster truck?” Carol replied:
Ok, yes, because you were at the Monster Truck Rally. So, I’m going to draw
getting ready for the beach, driving 12 hr and what happened, and the beach.
You’re going to read your pictures to your partner when we get finished
sketching. Stay on topic…beginning, middle, end. You can’t change it in the
middle, you MUST stay on topic.
Dialogue occurred around the room among certain students, but I could not hear
what was being said. Carol caught them, “Taylor, are you supposed to be up talking yet?”
He went back to his seat. Carol walked around the room conferencing with specific
students who needed assistance. Then, she gave other students an idea from one student’s
work. She stated, “When I was talking with Joe, he did baseball.” Carol could be heard
making remarks such as, “You’re doing a great job. You’re supposed to have a picture,
not words. You need to be quiet, others are trying to finish.”
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When Carol was questioned about learning to read and write through play, she
responded, “I do believe students can learn to read and write through organized,
structured play that has been designed to increase reading and writing ability.” According
to Carol, Figures 13-15 indicate how centers were utilized in her classroom. While
visiting with her one day, Carol explained her outlook on organized, structured play by
saying (April 17th):
I am not considering when students play recess, but when students are becoming
independent in centers, based on the skills they have already learned. We play
games such as sight word memory, rhyming memory, and the “Who Has” game.
We also listen to Dr. Jean, whole group, and sing our ABCs, days of the week,
and months of the year. These are all extensions of literacy that the students need
in order to cover all the modalities of learning.

Figure 13.Word work center (photographed by Carol).
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Figure 14. Independent reading center (photographed by Carol).

Figure 15. Work on writing center (photographed by Carol).

Pat
As previously mentioned, Pat was the only teacher who was required to
implement the ABC Program (Arkansas Department of Human Services, 2011). When
Pat was questioned about her philosophy of education, she wrote the following:
I believe that each child is an exceptional individual who needs a safe, caring, and
exciting atmosphere in which to grow and mature emotionally, intellectually,
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physically, and socially. With this age level (preK), we model. When reading, we
show how to handle a book, turning the page right to left, etc. When writing, we
go over the formation of letters, when to use an uppercase letter, writing left to
right, etc. In our program, the students are required to spend a substantial portion
of the day in centers (1/3 of the day, which is 2 hr 25 min for us). We have to
keep carpet time under 15 min. This is when we do our whole group lesson. Also,
we have been told to cut that time short if it looks as if students are losing focus or
to change things up.
When Pat was asked if she wanted to add anything else, she wrote, “I do know
that it is very beneficial to the child when parents start reading to them at an early age
(sic). And if you start when they are young, it can help the child develop a love for
reading.”
I recorded Pat’s teaching method through the use of DAP, during an observation
in her classroom (March 9th). She read aloud The Big Wide-Mouthed Frog (Larranaga,
1999), and in this story, the frog tells all these different animals what he eats. As Pat
started to read, a child looked at the picture and said, “It’s a kangaroo.” Pat interjected,
“Frog tells each one that he eats flies.” The students replied, “Ewwwww.” The creatures
were: a koala bear, a possum, a kangaroo, an emu, and a crocodile. Every creature was
nice to frog, except for the crocodile. The crocodile told the frog that she ate big widemouthed frogs. Pat asked the students, “How is he (frog) feeling?” One student
responded, “Scared.” Pat replied, “Why do you think the frog might be scared?” Another
student shouted, “Because he is going to get ate!”
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After the story about the frog, Pat read another book called Apple Pie ABC
(Murray, 2011) in order to introduce them to higher level vocabulary words. She read,
“A, apple pie; B, bake it; C, cool it; D, dish it out; E, eager for it to cool. What does that
(eager) mean?” No one responded to her question; thus, she proceeded by saying, “You
want it really bad.” She continued to read, “I, in trouble (the dog tried to eat the pie); K,
kept away from it.” A student remarked, “I start with a K.” Pat kept reading, “M,
miserable; N, not giving up; O, ogle it.” Pat asked, “What does that (ogle) mean? Stare at
it.” Another student commented, “If she would just give him (dog) a piece, he would be
so happy.” Pat finished the book, “W, whoops; X, exit quickly; Y, yum, yum; Z,
zzzz…go to sleep and dream. He got the pie, didn’t he? And he didn’t even get in
trouble.”
Pat responded to the inquiry about learning to read and write through play by
replying, “That is basically what our program is based on…children learning through
play. And I do see them carrying the lessons we discuss during our carpet time into the
centers.” Photos (Figures 16-18) that Pat took seemed to support her understanding of
play activities through the use of centers.
In Pat’s lesson plans, the theme unit was Let’s Move (March 16-20). The whole
week was centered on how people and animals move. Some of the activities that involved
play were: dancing to “Bear Hunt,” dramatic play (showing how forest or jungle animals
move), and children used blocks to build vehicles that are used to explore for animals.
The schedule I was offered showed learning centers in the morning and afternoon, each
lasting 50 min and 70 min. The centers consisted of: building blocks, paper and materials
to create artwork, a table with sand and shovels/buckets, puppets, a library, easels with
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whiteboards and magnetic letters, a workbench, a housekeeping area, math and science
activities, and carpet games. One hour of physical play outside is also included in their
daily routine. It seemed Pat’s schedule was heavily focused on ample play opportunities.

Figure 16. Prek student utilizing magnetic letters (photographed by Pat).

Figure 17. PreK student in art center (photographed by Pat).
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Figure 18. PreK students using magnetic letters (photographed by Pat).

The present observations regarding Pat’s implementation of play activities were
further supported by various songs that were used during the months of February and
March. Some moves pertaining to play included: build a straw house, howl like a wolf,
knock, act like a wolf, huff and puff, run, build a stick house, playing fiddles, pipes,
drums, a trumpet…etc. Within an excerpt from my field notes, the same day as the three
little pigs song was performed, one student said, “Big bad wolf coming (February 20th).”
The student was playing with cardboard bricks, building a house. Pat’s observance of
students carrying carpet time experiences in to their center times appeared to be accurate.
When another observation was taking place, the girls had a specific line, and then
the boys had a certain line in a song about Humpty Dumpty (February 27th). Pat asked the
students, “Dance. What’s our rule when we play? We don’t cry when we get out. We’re
playing for fun. We’re all winners.” When Pat called a specific color that someone was
standing on, they were out. It was a game similar to musical chairs.
Rex
During the interview, Rex was questioned about his philosophy of education. He
replied, “My philosophy is that every student should be able to learn with different ideas
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and at different levels depending on their levels and achievement (sic).” According to the
previous statement, it would appear that Rex should be implementing a developmentally
appropriate activity or approach that pertains to the student’s level of learning. I was able
to witness a developmentally appropriate practice in his classroom (March 17th). As he
was implementing both whole group and small group activities, he gave instructions to
the students about what should be taking place when they were not in their small groups.
Rex gave them a worksheet where they were instructed to write their spelling words in
sentences. He reminded, “Don’t forget to put capitals at the beginning.” Then, Rex called
five students to come to the back table. He read the title of the book and briefly discussed
the cover. Rex said, “Read the whole page,” to a student. The student replied, “The whole
page?” Rex responded, “Yes, the whole page.” The student continued to read the whole
page. Rex asked, “So what problem occurred on the first page?” One student said,
“Soccer ball got stuck in the tree.” Students continued reading until everyone has read
one page. The discussion about the text ensued. Rex remarked, “Who will buy the
lemonade?” A student answered, “Kids.” Rex mentioned, “Hot, thirsty kids, maybe
teachers.” Although his philosophy seemed to be based on DAP, what I observed was far
from it.
Most of the students who were not in the small group, looked as if they were
working. There were some who seemed to be listening to the group read. Rex looked at a
specific student in the room and said, “Max, get busy!” Just as Rex was beginning the
discussion of the story again, a student interrupted him by saying, “I need to use the
pencil sharpener.” Rex whispered to the student, “Hurry up.” He also told another student
who came to sharpen a pencil, “Your pencil is sharpened.” A third student came back to
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the table and Rex said, “Tommy, sit down.” Rex attempted to continue the discussion,
“What are some points we can take away from this story?” A student replied, “Kick a
soccer ball in a tree.” Some of the other answers given were not comprehensible. Then,
Rex asked another question, “What are some ways to make money?” One student
declared, “Babysitting,” while another said, “Yard sale.” Another student countered,
“Ask mom and dad for money.” Rex alleged, “Hmmm…what about mowing yards,
raking leaves, taking care of your baby sister.” It appeared Rex spent more time
managing student conduct than teaching. During each observation in Rex’s room, it was
apparent that he was randomly selecting groups of students for small group work.
Moreover, his lesson plans were not conducive to DAP approaches, and as shown in
Table 4, neither did his classroom setting portray such approaches. Figures 19-21
exemplify Rex’s classroom environment according to a more teacher-centered approach.

Figure 19. A student completing a worksheet (photographed by Rex).
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Figure 20. A student finishing her work (photographed by Rex).

Figure 21. A wall in Rex’s classroom (photographed by the researcher).

Deanne
When I asked to discuss about her philosophy, she observed, “I would say I am
progressive, and value hands-on, cooperative learning, emphasizing problem solving and
critical thinking skills.” When asked about some activities that she implemented in her
classroom that were effective in promoting reading and writing, she confirmed, “Small
group reading instruction using books on the student’s reading level also scaffolds them
to the next level more quickly than teaching the skills all together as a group.”
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When I walked in to Deanne’s classroom, the students were reading books they
had selected at their seats (March 19th). An aid was listening to one student. I walked
quietly to find a seat because the small group had already commenced. Deanne was
discussing a book with two students at a small table. She said, “What do you see in the
first picture, Matthew?” I had trouble hearing the student’s response, so I moved my seat
a little closer to the small group. Deanne asked the other student, “What do you see in the
first picture, Joe?” Joe answered, “Cooking breakfast.” The discussion continued. When
they came to the next picture, Deanne stated, “You can make that inference from her
face. Is there a change in the next picture?” Matthew said, “She’s feeling the same.”
Deanne replied, “You said she’s the same, but to me she looks different. Joe responded
by saying, “Here she looks sad but…” He stopped. Deanne seemed to notice that he was
uncertain, so she said, “So her feelings change.”
Deanne told the class, “Spelling this week is compound words. Listen, Samuel.
Two small words put together, two whole separate words put together. Make a list while
I’m writing these.” When asked to tell a compound word, one student said, “Rainbow.”
Deanne replied, “Can you spell it for me?” The student spelled, “r-a…” Deanne
prompted, “There is an “i” that goes with the “a” to make the long “a” sound. The same
student continued, “i-n-b-o-w.” Deanne complimented each student that gave a
compound word by using statements such as, “Yes, that’s correct. Good one. Nice.” The
list contained the following words: rainbow, maybe, raincoat, today, bedtime, and
bathtub. One student said, “Compound?” Deanne explained, “Well, compound sounds
like a compound word, but it’s actually not. Here’s how we spell compound. Com is not a
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word. Good try, though.” It appeared that Deanne was able to use her student’s question
to expand their learning.
When asked about learning to read and write through play, Deanne answered:
Not only through play. I consider play to be too unstructured for learning to read
and write effectively, or efficiently. We do not have all week or month for
children to figure things out at their own pace. As I said before, I do think they
need a sequential presentation of word-solving strategies, so they can move
through the process of learning to read at a pace that does not prove too
frustrating (such as if they get stuck at a phoneme ‘sounding out’ level, and
cannot advance since they don’t know the spelling patterns/rules). But, I think
play does enhance and complement any reading instruction and is an essential
motivator. There is a smooth transition from play to learning. It engages all brains
and senses. Play makes new information easier to absorb.
Once again, when I reviewed her lesson plans, there was evidence of DAP
activities and CCSS were linked to those activities. My observations were
supported by photos that Deanne took in her classroom, indicating a connection
between CCSS and DAP. Figures 22-23 were taken to show how she incorporates
reading and writing activities in her classroom.
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Figure 22. A student’s writing (photographed by Deanne).

Figure 23. Books for independent reading (photographed by the researcher).

Becky
One of Becky’s responses regarding her philosophy of education was, “All
children can learn and deserve to do so in a safe environment.” She shared this with me
concerning what approach she thought was best for teaching students strategies for
reading and writing, “Journeys is great because it combines all literacy-reading, writing,
grammar, and spelling.”
During Becky’s observation, I walked in the classroom when the students were
finishing their morning work (March 18th). Becky said, “This has problems on it that are
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similar to the big test you will take after Spring Break. Put morning work away and you
need your reading book. Let’s see who can do it quickly and nicely.” Students started
looking in their desks for their reading books. Some were not listening; therefore, Becky
reminded them by saying:
You need your reading book and reading workbook today. We’ve been reading
the story Half Chicken, and Half Chicken is very vain. What does vain mean?
Half Chicken has one eye, one leg, one wing, so he has become very vain with all
the attention he has received.
Then Becky asked the students, “How did Half Chicken help certain things?” The first
student stated, “Wind.” The second student replied, “Fire.” The third student said,
“Water.” Becky discussed the story even further, “Remember, Half Chicken went to
Mexico to see the Viceroy, but they sent him to the kitchen. Why?” One student declared,
“He’s going to get eaten.” Becky responded, “Chickens are supposed to be eaten. Now
look at page 134. You’re going to use the answers to do something fun.” A student
professed, “Work is never fun.” Becky immediately replied, “We will have a positive
attitude in this class. Remember the pledge you took this morning. You made a pledge to
have a positive attitude.” See Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Class pledge from Becky’s classroom (photographed by the researcher).

The students’ workbook assignment was to answer questions from the story and
make a postcard. Becky prompted the students, “Questions answered on the front will
help you know what to write for your letter.” One student asked, “Are we going to get a
partner?” Becky assured the student, “You will have a partner.” Becky used Popsicle
sticks with the students’ names on them to choose partners. Each student paired with
his/her partner, after they gathered all the materials needed for their task. Noise was
minimal, and students talked to one another, discussing their workbook page. While I was
observing the students working, a girl came to ask me what I was writing. I said, “I am
writing about the work that everyone is doing.” “I can’t read it because it’s in cursive,”
she said. “Can you write my name in cursive?” I wrote her name on the back of one of
my pages, and then said to her, “You will learn how to write in cursive.” She replied to
me, “It might be around 6th grade.” I said, “I think it might even be this year.” By then,
Becky noticed her talking to me and gently asked her, “Are you finished with your
work?” I conveyed to Becky, “She wanted to know what I was writing.” When all of the
students finished the assignment, they took a “brain break.” Becky turned on her
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projector, went to YouTube, and found a video where students enjoyed playing and
dancing to the music. Even though the majority of the students participated in the dance,
some only watched.
When I asked if her students could learn to read and write through play, Becky
replied, “Yes, I especially love learning through music and movement.” After talking
with Becky at a subsequent visit, I gained a better understanding of her response (April
17th). When I asked, she said, “I like to take a concept, like the water cycle, and teach the
students about it by using familiar songs that I have changed the words to, along with
adding motions.”
Kara
In the interview, when asked about her activities effective in promoting reading
and writing, Kara replied:
I am currently using the Million Words reading program as motivation to read. I
also have a rather large classroom library available for student use. When writing,
I have found that students respond well when I first model examples of the types
of writing I am asking them to do. They especially like it when my example
includes personal details about me or my life that they may not be familiar with.
Kara also responded to the question about best approaches when teaching students
strategies for reading and writing. She proclaimed:
I have found at the level I teach (3rd grade), that modeling can be very beneficial,
especially for teaching writing. I also believe that teaching phonics at the
elementary level is beneficial to both the reading and writing process for students.
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When I observed Kara, I witnessed some developmentally appropriate practices
for third grade (February 11th). She used the ELMO (overhead projector) to teach the
whole group lesson. Kara questioned, “Do accidents always cause harm?” Some students
said, “No.” Kara asked, “Example of an accident that would not cause harm?” One
student replied, “Dropping something.” Kara said, “Yes. Any others?” Kara proceeded
with another question, “What does chilly mean?” One student exclaimed, “Cold!”
Kara told the students, “Turn your papers over to write words. What does it mean
to make words plural?” A student answered, “Make it more than one.” After
acknowledging the student’s response, Kara asked, “What is the most common rule to
make things plural?” One girl said, “Only add an‘s’.” Then she gave a word, “Pets.”
Kara probed, “What is the singular word?” “Pet,” the same girl responded. Kara told the
class, “Give her a hand.” The students all applauded for the girl.
Another concept regarding plurals was mentioned by Kara, “Who remembers
irregular plurals?” A student responded, “Just‘s’.” Kara replied, “No, that’s regular.” She
said, “Some examples are fish and deer, and they are rule breakers.” Then she said,
“What irregular plural changes?” One student declared, “Child to children.” Kara
answered, “That’s a good example. Who can think of another irregular plural?” Another
student shared, “Goose to geese.” Kara challenged, “What do we do if we have a word
like calf? We haven’t talked about this yet. Did y’all learn that last year?” Many students
replied, “Yes!” One student gave an example, “Life to lives.” Kara stated, “What about
leaves?” A student responded, “Leaf to leaves.” Kara countered, “What about wolves?”
Another student said, “Wolf to wolves.” Kara said jokingly, “I thought I was going to
trick y’all on this. What about thief?” A student hesitated, but Kara waited patiently.
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When the student did not seem to know the answer, Kara asked someone to assist.
Although Kara seemed to help students understand the concept of plurals, many
questions she asked were at the recall knowledge level of learning.
During Kara’s interview, she answered the question relating to her thoughts about
learning to read and write through play by stating, “Absolutely! I think play stimulates
the creative side of the brain!” Throughout one of our conversations, I asked Kara if she
could elaborate on her response about how play stimulates the creative side of the brain
(April 16th). She stated, “When students play school or doctor, they are using that part of
their brain.” According to my observations and conversations with Kara, it appeared she
was under a great deal of stress because of family and school related issues. When
viewing her lesson plans, I found that she included some DAP activities, but her
classroom atmosphere did not display student work or appropriate materials for learning.
However, the photos (Figures 25-26) she took that showed her students reading and
writing were evident of DAP approaches.

Figure 25. Students checking for text evidence (photographed by Kara).
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Figure 26. A student writing text evidence (photographed by Kara).

Reciprocity of Reading and Writing
Four of the participants, Kara, Carol, Becky, and Deanne, stated their beliefs in the
reciprocity of reading and writing when teaching, while two teachers, Rex and Pat, did
not. The following data supported this theme.
Deanne
When asked about her beliefs about teaching reading and writing, Deanne stated:
I believe teachers must remember that above all, we are communicating a
message when we write, and we are receiving a message when we read. Clearly
communicating the message is what is most important. Writing is much more
difficult than reading, since the sounds and their corresponding letters must be
generated from the student’s mind alone, in correct sequence. The more a student
reads, the easier it will be to write, as sentences are modelled for you right there
on the page every time you read. In order to improve reading, I have my students
write.
In Deanne’s lesson plans, writing followed reading four days a week (March 16-20). For
example, on Monday and Tuesday, the order of literacy components was: read aloud,
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phonics, decodable reader, words to know, text reading, selection vocabulary, writing,
and focus trait. On Thursday, Deanne’s schedule looked like this: phonics, decodable
reader, vocabulary, text reading, poetry, and writing. Friday is a day of assessment, but
Deanne made time for independent reading followed by writing. Likewise, in her lesson
plans, she displayed reading following writing, and vice versa. Her classroom
environment was indicative of the reciprocity of reading and writing, and the following
photos (Figures 27-28) are evident of this theme.

Figure 27. A student’s writing displayed (photographed by the researcher).
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Figure 28. Word wall used by Deanne’s students (photographed by the researcher).

Carol
Carol answered the question about her beliefs about teaching reading and writing
by saying:
Reading and writing are reciprocal processes. They go hand in hand. Children
learn to read as they are writing and vice versa. Reading and writing should be
daily rituals in a classroom. When students are struggling with reading, you can
focus on writing and it will actually grow their reading ability. Brain breaks are
extremely important when learning new information. Crossing the midline during
these brain breaks can also increase the retention and understanding of new
learning. When learning a new skill, it is important to have short repeated
practices so that the pathways in the brain are continually routing in the same
way. Movement is critical to learning.
Lesson plans revealed Carol’s classroom schedule which was written as followed:
problem of the day, calendar math, word study, reading, independent practice/reading
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groups, lunch, recess, math, pull-outs, writer’s workshop, and intervention (March 9-13).
Carol also had a separate sheet with students’ names for small group writing.
On Monday, four to six students from four different groups worked on writing by
drafting the beginning of their story (March 9th). These same groups of students read
leveled books and performed a guided picture walk (March 10th). By Wednesday, each
group was writing about the previous day’s reading. Thursday, Carol made time for
progress monitoring (March 11th).
I visited with Carol one day during her students’ pull out, and she shared some of
her Running Records of students who concerned her. She told me about one child in
particular. The child’s mother had talked with Carol on several occasions about how she
was afraid her child was behind. Carol was equally as concerned as the mother, so she
vowed to observe her more carefully and discuss any changes with the mother. After I
saw Carol’s notebook with all of her students’ information from the groups, I realized
how much she appeared to care about all of her students’ reading and writing progress.
One sample that Carol shared with me consisted of Running Records with written notes
about strategies, a graph of the student’s progress, and sight words the student had
mastered (April 20th).
Kara
When Kara answered the question about her beliefs when teaching reading and
writing, she responded:
I believe that reading and writing are best taught together as one cohesive unit,
most especially at the lower grade levels. As students progress in grade level, I
can see a need to provide some separation between the two in order to provide
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more time to focus on the structure of writing and progressing on to paragraphs
and essays.
Kara’s lesson plans appeared to be written with the idea of reading and writing in mind
three days a week. Her lesson plans looked like this: Tuesday- dig deeper: text based
comprehension, author’s purpose/mood, anchor text: read and discuss, your turn: discuss
questions together, write about reading, and using vivid details, Wednesday- phonics
(review prefix meanings), independent reading, vocabulary: review vocabulary cards,
dictionary (guide words), look up vocabulary words and write down guide words, and
focus trait: Ideas, Thursday- comparison text, compare texts, vocabulary (shades of
meaning), prewrite: story with a problem to be solved (needs action and suspense)
(March 16-20).
Becky
When Becky was asked about her beliefs about teaching reading and writing, she
professed, “Reading and writing go hand in hand. Writing reinforces reading and vice
versa. It is necessary to know how the brain processes in order to teach reading and
writing.” She shared how her students took “brain breaks” in order to prepare for the
next part of their day. Becky indicated:
We take breaks, one in the morning and two in the afternoon. It helps them to get
out some energy so they can refocus for the next lesson. My kids love them, and
I’ve had multiple parents thank me for letting the kids do them.
Becky’s lesson plans were written with writing following reading on two different
days (March 16-20). On Tuesday, the students did a leprechaun writing assignment in the
morning (see Figure 29). Before they began the assignment, Becky led them in a
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discussion about leprechauns. She instructed them to pretend they were leprechauns and
write a story. The students also read a story about Half Chicken and wrote how he was
helpful in their journals. The students read The Lion and the Mouse on Wednesday, and
then they wrote in their journals about a time they helped someone.

Figure 29. Leprechaun writing assignment (photographed by the researcher).

Becky instructed the students, “Get out your workbook, and turn to page 80. Less
talking, more listening. We’re going to use our polar bear book again. Main idea/detailsyou should be able to prove it with evidence. What does that mean? (February 20th)”
Becky discussed finding proof. She gave an example, “Polar bears are hurt by the
shrinking ice. Look at your book on page 29.” Becky used the ELMO (overhead
projector) to show the students where they should be in the book. She called on different
students to read. Becky asked, “Why is it dangerous for polar bears? We need to find
that out.” Students began reading again. Becky asked the students, “Did you find any
evidence on that page that tells why the shrinking ice is bad for polar bears? Why does it
hurt them?” One student said, “Skinny.” Becky replied, “They are skinnier. Why?”
Another student responded, “Less time to hunt.” Becky indicated, “Lots of reasons on
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one page.” She listed some of them again. Becky said to a student, “Page 31...you need to
be keeping up.”
Then, Becky addressed the class, “Anything on that page?” “No,” said the
student. Becky responded, “No, nothing on that page that tells us anything.” Everyone
turned to page 35. Becky inquired, “Does this page give us evidence?” One student
replied, but I could not hear. Becky recalled, “Polar bears could possibly become
extinct.” A student declared, “I don’t want them to!” Becky responded, “We talked about
ways we could help with that. Do we pull answers out of our head?” Another student
said, “No, get them from the book.” Becky praised, “That’s right; we get them from the
book.” Becky drew partners with the Popsicle sticks and told the class, “You have about
25 min to finish this workbook page.” The students had to read a certain amount of pages
and write reasons why less ice freezing every year was a problem for polar bears.
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Table 5
Data Table
Data
Questionnaire

Date
February

When Collected
Week 1

Research Questions
1. What are the best approaches
for teaching students strategies
for reading and writing?
2. How does play affect the
reading and writing process?

Analysis
Searching for
alternative
explanations

Interviews

FebruaryMarch

Weeks 2-9

1. What are the best approaches
for teaching students strategies
for reading and writing?
2. How does play affect the
reading and writing process?

Searching for
alternative
explanations

Observations

FebruaryApril

Weeks 3-9

1. What are the best approaches
for teaching students strategies
for reading and writing?
2. How does play affect the
reading and writing process?

Time series
analysis

Photographs/Lesson
Plans

MarchApril

Weeks 5,7-8

1. What are the best approaches
for teaching students strategies
for reading and writing?
2. How does play affect the
reading and writing process?

Multiple
analytic passes

Field Notes

FebruaryApril

Weeks 3-9

1. What are the best approaches
for teaching students strategies
for reading and writing?
2. How does play affect the
reading and writing process?

Multiple
analytic passes
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Chapter 5 – Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine 6 teachers’ perspectives regarding
play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches when
teaching reading and writing. The following two research questions guided this research:
(1) What are the best approaches for teaching students strategies for reading and writing?
(2) How does play affect the reading and writing process?
The study included 6 teachers who were intentionally chosen as participants
because of their teaching experience and willingness to contribute to the research field.
The following themes developed from the examination of the data: (a) constructivist
approach, (b) DAP, and (c) reciprocity of reading and writing. This chapter includes the
findings, implications, limitations, and future recommendations of the study. Each
research question will be discussed in detail, according to the findings.
Research Question 1
What are the best approaches for teaching students strategies for reading and
writing?
It seemed that some teachers implemented constructivist approaches and DAP to
support their students’ reading and writing skills. Additionally, to support their students’
learning and development, some teachers taught reading and writing simultaneously.
These teachers appeared to understand the importance of constructivist approaches,
according to the observations, and some were able to articulate and implement such
approaches.
Working with a partner is one constructivist approach that can be implemented
when teaching (DeVries & Zan, 2012). Kara and Becky offered partner work during their
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morning literacy time, while Deanne focused on allowing her students to take ownership
of their writing. Deanne was observing and offering assistance, only when absolutely
necessary. When teachers identify children’s abilities, it will aid them in observing and
scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1978) children’s knowledge (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009).
Likewise, scaffolding assists students’ understanding of working together (Bodrova &
Leong, 2007).
Shared writing can help students’ learning according to the constructivist
approach (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009; DeVries & Zan, 2012). During shared writing,
Carol prompted her students to collaborate with each other about what they were
interested in hearing their partners write about in regards to personal narratives. Vygotsky
(1978) added that students must work together, not being limited to just their
environments. Students’ knowledge can be expanded when they are encouraged to work
with others (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009; DeVries & Zan, 2012; Yilmaz, 2008);
therefore, teachers should motivate students and offer opportunities to discuss with one
another (Mooney, 2000). DeVries and Zan (2012) specified that educators utilizing a
constructivist approach in a schoolroom deliberately offer occasions for students to work
cooperatively.
However, in this study it was found that differences existed between philosophies
of education and what some teachers actually practiced in their classrooms. Some selfclaimed constructivists’ actual teaching methods did not align with constructivist
approaches. Instead, these teachers spent a good deal of their time on classroom
management and teacher-centered instruction. Constructivist teachers must foster
independence and allow students to build their own knowledge by interacting with their
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environments (Brooks & Brooks, 1999; Fosnot, 1996). Likewise, Morrison (2015)
recommended that teachers should have both child-initiated and teacher-initiated
activities in order to have a respectful and supportive classroom environment which is
conducive to children’s learning and development. When teachers’ viewpoints are
uplifting regarding their ability to successfully instruct students, they are more apt to use
their time wisely when planning lessons, which can produce an effective outcome
(Bandura, 1997; Pajares, 1996; Vartuli, 2005).
One of the best approaches, mentioned by some teachers, was related to brain
research. Kara, Becky, Carol, and Deanne utilized a constructivist approach to show an
understanding of how the brain works when waiting patiently for their students to
respond to certain questions and encouraging them in the learning process. Jensen
(2008b) suggested, instructing students in regards to meaningful thought processes and
gaining knowledge provides them with a background in becoming prosperous members
of society. It seemed that Rex’s answers in regards to his philosophy of education
revealed a constructivist approach, but the observations in his classroom were more
teacher-centered. Morrison (2015) advised that when a teacher-centered and studentcentered approach is equivalent regarding varied tasks, it yields a schoolroom
environment that enhances students’ learning and improvement.
Because of the mandated preschool program that must be followed every day, Pat
was limited in what teaching approaches she utilized, and a constructivist approach was
not evident in her classroom. Every time I observed her classroom, it appeared she was
following a step-by-step procedure (music, read aloud, centers, etc.). The teacher’s job is
to afford the learner with chances to cultivate the learner’s knowledge, not just distribute
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it (Fosnot, 1996). A constructivist classroom offers students a chance to discover all of
the options while gaining knowledgeable concepts, and learning is the outcome of
students’ involvement in realistic endeavors (Alesandrini & Larson, 2002).
As children develop, many begin to read and find it enjoyable when it is
meaningful (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). In constructivist classrooms, teachers present
ample opportunities to interact with their environments (DeVries & Zan, 2012). Children
take delight in collaborating, experimenting, and working together as groups. Some
teachers in this study utilized small group activities, partner work, and think, pair, share
methods. These methods were derived from a constructivist approach, and DeVries and
Zan (2012) found that teachers in a constructivist schoolroom intentionally plan
opportunities for learners to work together.
In regards to constructivism, DAP, and brain-based learning, Carol appeared to be
one of the main educators who implemented research-based strategies grounded in these
three approaches when teaching her students to read and write. It appeared that her
perception and what she practiced were congruent. The best approaches include
constructivism, DAP, and brain-based learning because educators have to adjust their
methods of teaching to reflect what each learner needs (Levy, 2008). Reber (2011)
indicated that teachers who construct their own philosophy of education propose to
completely demonstrate their belief in regards to efficient instruction, gaining knowledge,
and applying their idea of proficient instruction. Uniformity between the philosophy and
performance should be an objective of teachers in education.
All of the participants appeared to utilize DAP when instructing students in
reading and writing. Carol, Becky, Kara, Rex, and Deanne used some form of small
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group work and paired individuals for certain assignments within the classroom setting,
while Pat utilized music and movement within the students’ whole group setting (carpet
time). Copple and Bredekamp (2009) found that small groups were best for learning more
about individual students and focusing on their particular needs. In early childhood
educational settings, carpet time is meaningful because students can improve listening,
speaking, and collaborative skills that are productive and aid in continuing development
through school (DeVries & Zan, 2012). Whole group (carpet time) was developmentally
appropriate for Pat’s preK classroom and followed the required guidelines of the ABC
program (Arkansas Department of Human Services, 2011). The whole group approach
appeared to be the best approach in Pat’s room because of the interaction that occurred
among students during music and read aloud. These observations were supported by
some studies (Dorn & Soffos, 2005; McMurtry & Taylor, 2005) stating that reading
aloud to students is one of the greatest activities for obtaining knowledge regarding
reading and writing.
Although children can learn from playful center-based activities, they need more
direct opportunities to learn about writing and reading. Every classroom should have a
writing center (Kieff & Casbergue, 2000). Carol had a writing center where students
worked on writing assignments previously given or utilized the writing about reading
aspect. She allowed them to choose what they would work on for that amount of time in
the writing center. Allowing students to choose is extremely encouraging (Boushey &
Moser, 2014). Similarly, Pat also used centers in her classroom, but her students were
given the opportunity to participate using a variety of materials (building blocks, kitchen
supplies, books, drawing tools, magnetic letters, etc.). Four of the participants, Becky,
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Carol, Deanne, and Kara, seemed to agree that reading and writing should be taught
simultaneously. Their lesson plans showed the importance of reciprocal processes
between reading and writing and were constructed with writing following reading or vice
versa. Clear instruction, when assisting students with the comprehension of why reading
and writing should be taught together, is an essential device for the progression of
knowledge (Anderson & Briggs, 2011).
In relation to DAP, differentiation is endorsed by Copple and Bredekamp (2009)
because it focuses on children’s needs. All children gain knowledge in a different way,
and it is vital to remember these different forms of gaining knowledge during instruction
(Anderson, 2007; Levy, 2008). Differentiation approaches were articulated by three
teachers in the interview, but I also observed this approach in all six participants’
observations. Each participant utilized some form of group participation, whether small
group or whole group, according to what lesson was being implemented at that time.
Educators should adapt their teaching to meet the needs of each student in their classroom
(Clay, 2001; Levy, 2008). Moreover, by teaching reading the same way in regards to
each student’s achievement, it is likely that harm could occur (Ankrum & Bean, 2007).
All of the participants were observed utilizing diverse methods for instruction in regards
to reading.
Reading aloud was another teaching strategy implemented by some teachers and
can greatly enhance children’s chances of becoming lifetime readers (McMurtry &
Taylor, 2005; Neumann et al., 1999). Kara and Pat discussed read aloud during their
interview, and it appeared that both understood the importance of reading aloud on a
consistent basis. In addition, Carol and Pat were observed using read aloud during their
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literacy time. They gave the impression that read aloud was treasured in their classroom.
It is vitally important to read to children from the time they enter this world because it
assists with their listening skills and nurtures their desire to pay attention to stories (Fox,
2008).
Modeling is an approach that Kara, Pat, and Carol claimed they utilized in their
classrooms, although I did not witness Kara’s use of modeling when observing in her
room. Pat modeled how to move to the beat during music time, encouraging the students
to follow her lead. She was unique in this study because of the preschool program that
she had to adhere to on a daily basis, and she shared that modeling was an aspect,
according to age. Observations in Pat’s classroom further supported the idea of modeling.
Carol utilized interactive modeling when teaching her students how to brainstorm ideas
for personal narratives on the ELMO (overhead projector). Any time the children were
learning how to generate another form of writing, Carol would display her example,
going over each part slowly. She also encouraged the students by having them perform
the same task along with her. Copple and Bredekamp (2009) found that modeling is a
way in which students are shown, instead of told, what to do. In the same way, interactive
modeling aids students in noticing and defining core features of certain skills (Wilson,
2012). Eventually, students are capable of accommodating and mastering these skills.
To promote students’ learning and development, parental or family involvement
was mentioned by three different teachers, while another teacher discussed a parent’s
involvement in regards to her child’s reading progress during one of our exchanges.
Communicating with parents builds a strong affiliation and helps them understand the
importance of education (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009; Morrison, 2015). Furthermore,
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when students know how much their parents care about them concerning school and their
work, confidence is obtained and the willingness to do better is enriched.
Research Question 2
How does play affect the reading and writing process?
One of the main dimensions of DAP is the use of play to promote children’s
learning and development (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). Constructivist classrooms offer
play activities that are based on children’s interests. Also, in such classrooms, children
engage in experimenting and exploring projects cooperatively (DeVries & Zan, 2012).
However, some teachers in this study who claimed to provide their students with DAP
activities, did not offer play activities. Instead, they offered teacher-centered activities,
and it seemed a discrepancy existed in some teachers’ actual practices. Even though five
of the six participants thought play was an important factor when learning to read and
write, only three teachers showed knowledge about how play can affect the reading and
writing process. Carol and Deanne appeared to utilize structured play within their
classrooms through the use of diverse centers. In the primary grades, playing games with
specific guidelines can help children acquire skills needed to communicate with one
another and grow into successful adults (Elkind, 2008). Morrison (2015) proposed that
educators have a balance of teacher-centered and student-centered activities because it
produces a reverent and understanding schoolroom setting which is beneficial to students
in regards to knowledge and progression.
To be sure, Deanne seemed to be opposed to free play within the classroom
setting, but expressed the importance of free play to help students release energy and
refocus. In contrast, Carol did not appear to be opposed to free play within the classroom,
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but seemed to be concerned that because of standards and protocols that had to be met,
there was not enough time to allow students to participate in unstructured play. Teachers
can aid students in preparing for adulthood by comprehending that play is the source of
make-believe and creativeness for students (Rogers & Izumi-Taylor, 1999). Scully and
Roberts (2002) emphasized that despite the demands that are placed on the classroom
teacher regarding curriculum and standards, play has a significant influence when
learning how to read and write. Rex, the only male participant in the study, responded
differently when asked about learning to read and write through play. He appeared to
understand the value of play, but he was not able to expand on his answer in regards to
exactly how learning occurred through play.
It was noteworthy to observe that since Pat was the only teacher who was required
to use the ABC Program (Arkansas Department of Human Services, 2011) which focused
on play, her classroom was different from others. Not only were centers conducted two
separate times a day, but free play in the outdoors was implemented on more than one
occasion, depending on the weather. She described carpet time and centers as interrelated
components of play because when students were at centers, they recalled experiences
from carpet time and reenacted them. Furthermore, according to her, Pat did not have to
instruct certain students to reenact experiences in centers from carpet time. Wohlwend
(2008) reported that when reading and play interlink, it offers provisions and support in a
way that allows the students to play school using their imaginations. This kind of play
can affect children’s progress in reading (Wohlwend, 2008), and they do not have to be
instructed to play because it brings an abundant amount of joy that no teacher-directed
play ever could (Zigler et al., 2004).
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Conclusions
In regards to the best approaches when teaching reading and writing, it seemed
that some of these teachers implemented constructivist approaches and DAP to support
their students’ reading and writing skills. Additionally, to support their students’ learning
and development, these teachers taught reading and writing simultaneously.
Differences existed between the teachers’ philosophies of education and what
some actually practiced in their classrooms. Some self-claimed constructivists’ actual
teaching methods did not align with constructivist approaches. Instead, these teachers
spent more time on classroom management and teacher-centered instruction.
All of the participants seemed to utilize DAP when instructing students in reading
and writing. Differentiation approaches were articulated by three teachers in the
interview, but I also observed this approach in all six participants’ observations.
Likewise, each participant utilized some form of group participation, whether small
group or whole group, according to what lesson was being implemented at that time.
Each one of the participants was observed utilizing diverse methods for instruction in
regards to reading. Two participants incorporated read aloud, while three participants
used modeling in their rooms. Furthermore, parental involvement was mentioned by three
different teachers.
Some teachers in this study who claimed to provide their students with DAP
activities did not offer play activities, and it appeared discrepancy existed in some
teachers’ actual practices. Even though five of the six participants thought play was an
important factor when learning to read and write, only three teachers showed knowledge
about how play can affect the reading and writing process.
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Implications
Founded on the results of this study, the following implications were made:
Teachers should:
1. Understand and learn how they can teach reading and writing skills through the
use of play-based developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches.
2. Offer ample opportunities for students to engage in DAP activities.
3. Provide classroom environments that are conducive to students’ development
and learning by creating cooperative classrooms. Students appear to enjoy working in
small groups, collaborating with partners, and working in centers.
4. Present students various opportunities to play in and explore their environments
through free/unstructured play.
5. Motivate families to be involved in their children’s education by offering
continued support and encouragement. Family or parental involvement is crucial for the
success of students’ learning and development.
6. Reflect on their philosophies of education and how they can implement them in
their classrooms.
7. Recognize how their school curriculum can influence their teaching and adjust
it accordingly.
8. Realize the importance of differentiation and implement approaches as needed.
9. Rethink the significance of modeling and how it can enhance their students’
learning and development.
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Limitations
1. The qualitative study was conducted in one small, rural elementary school
district.
2. The study was not inclusive because of a predominantly Caucasian population.
3. Results and conclusions from this study were limited to the participants in a
small, rural school district.
4. The questions did not include all of the effective uses of play-based
developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches to be used to teach
reading and writing.
5. Because this study was conducted at the school where I am employed and I am
familiar with the participants, there was potential bias.
6. The location of the school for the study, which is near my place of residence,
could have caused bias regarding observation and reporting.
7. Only six teachers were studied, and only one male teacher was included. The
amount of data collection was limited to these six participants.
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Recommendations
1. Larger samples of teachers from diverse areas, including urban capacities,
should be incorporated in future research.
2. Matching teachers’ educational backgrounds and teaching experiences, as well
as including more male teachers, should be included in future studies.
3. Administrators in school districts should be aware of play-based
developmentally appropriate practice and constructivist approaches and how these can
enhance any teacher’s classroom instruction, while providing professional development
opportunities to assist teachers with training in these areas.
4. Future research needs to examine how teacher programs at colleges and
universities offer educators with training and instruction in play-based developmentally
appropriate practice and constructivist approaches.
5. Again, future research should explore how in-service teachers’ values and
beliefs are implemented in their classrooms.
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